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•Student Government

was previously the vice president of
Affairs. His running mate,
Financial
Staff Writer
Leclerc,is the vice president of ResSix tickets have officially an- ident.s on Campus(ROC).
Collin Worster was the unoffinounced theircandidacy in the April
20election for Student Government cial winner of the February 9 election. His ticket with previous runleadership.
Three of the tickets have both ning mate Annie Allen. was dispresidential and vice presidential qualified after the General Student
candidates, but three of the tickets Senate found them in violation of
have only one candidate running for FEPC budget rules, setting off a
president without a running mate. great deal ofcontroversy leading up
Chris DeBeck,of the Fair Election to the new election. His running
Practice Committee,says this situa- mate for this election will be sophomore Valerie Collins,a memberof
tion is highly unusual.
The tickets who are running with Sophomore Eagles and a pledge of
both presidential and vice presiden- Pi Beta Phi sorority.
Nelson, a senator, ran for a seat
tial candidates are Brain Pike and
Chris Leclerc; Collin Worster and on the Orono Town Council in
Valerie Collins;and Craig Farnham March.
Andrews said his leadership exand David Grover.
The three presidential candidates perience has been as social chair
running without a vice presklential of Lambda Chi Alpha. He said he is
candidate are Norm Nelson,Travis running as the average student because he feels "Student GovernAndrews and Wendi Nault.
of
mentisn'tdoing theirjob they should
president
Pike is the current
Though he does not have an
he."
at
Student Government.who arrived
vice presidential candidate,
He
official
succession.
his position through

By Kristy Marriner

Andrew s said that he does "sort of
have one(a V.P.) who want to go by
just Ti." According to Andrews.
Ti. is a dog.
Farnham's running mate is
Grover, who has been a past Hall
Governing Board presidentand ROC
representative. He is currently a resident assistant in Somerset Hall.
Nault is a senator, and was also
secretary of the York Hall Governing Board for one ye,ar.
A debate of the candidates will
be held Wednesday. April 14 at 6
p.m. in 110 Little Hall.
DeBeck said the large number
of tickets limning is "a matter of
people finally getting mad enough
to do something about it."
"There is a lot ofdiscontentment
with Student Government and people want to make some changes,"he
said.
DeBeck hopes the larger number of choices will bring out more
voters. However,he said having the
election the day before Maine Day
might hinder the turnout.

•Food for thought

Groups debate Taco Bell

Students Karen Dolan and Anason Dhlakama speak against
Taco Bell's presence on campus.(Wickenheiser photo.)

Staff Writer
Two groups with diametrically
opposed viewpoints stated their
positions Wednesday as a crowd
of at least 40 people jammed the
Sutton Lounge in the Union,across
from the new Taco Bell.
The location was appropriate,
as the presence ofthe restaurant on
campus was the issue to be discussed, in a surprisingly unemotional, friendly manner.
John Halstead vice president
Affairs and a supporter
Student
for
said of the, universiBell,
of Taco
a
ty, "This is marketplace of free
ideas." He said in 1982. the Board
of Trustees adopted a South Africa-related policy, but the policy
deals with companies'investments
and divestments only,and not with
buying products from companies,
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•Diversity

Six tickets look to lead

By Randy Robinson

Friday

which UMaine did to bring Taco
Bell to campus.
Halstead added in a letter to
Maine Peace Action Committee
members Karen Dolan and Ethan

Strimling, who took part in the
discussion, that UMaine President
Fred Hutchinson had stated having
Taco Bell on campus does not violate university policy.
He said Pepsi-Co., Taco Bell's
parent company, has no investments in South Africa.
Halstead said the administration had begun the processofbringing the restaurant to campus almost three years ago,and had been
careful to be very open about its
intention and to include students in
the decision to do so. He said people simply should "let the market
place speak,"and added,"it's their
free choice," whether or not to buy
Taco Bell products.
John Lewis of Dining Services
See DEBATE on page 16

John Diamond, acting director of Public Affairs, and John
Lewis, director of Dining Services, speak in support of Taco
Bell's presence on campus.(Wickenheiser photo.)

Second annual
Native American
celebration begins
By Wendy E. Copson
Staff Writer
April is Native American
Awareness Month and the American Indians at the University of
Maine are saying "Look at Us"
with a rainbow of events scheduled over the next three weeks.
"Look at Us" is the theme
title for a list of activities which
includes educational and recreational opportunities for people
of all ages and interests.
This is the second annual
celebration of Native American
life and tradition. It is sponsored
by the American Indians at
UMaine.
Native American Indians
hold the largest minority on campus. There are 154 American
Indians at CMaine from different tribes.
According to Wesley Francis, project coordinator for Native American Awareness
Month,these Native Americans
are saying: "Hey, what about
us'?".
"We're trying to dispel the
stereotypes and myths(positive
and negative) about us. We're
still here after all the injustice
and oppression,look at us. Look
at us to see who we are," Francis
said.
As an undergraduate at the
University of Utah, Francis
helped to establish a Native
American Awareness Month
there also. Along with a Native
American studies program, this
helped Native Americans take
more responsibility for their education.
Francis comes from the Penobscot Nation. He is a student
in the masters of Social Work
program at UMaine.
According to Francis. there
is a Native American Studies
program in the wind at UMaine.
"We would like to think we initiated that with last y-ear's awareness month. Being able to learn
about our Indian culture, history
and science and be able to get
credit for it and graduate" will
contribute to the overall education here.
All the events of the coming
weeks are free and open to the
public. Sign language interpretation will be provided at lectures and all the activities are
wheelchair accessible.
On Tuesday.a display of native critic and artt at the !largo;

Lounge,Memorial Union kicked
otT the schedule of events.
On Wednesday, Buddy Big
Mountain, introduced as advocating a message of love, tolerance and peace,brought a unique
combination of ventriloquism.
marionettes and magic. with a
twist of Native American culture to the Damn Yankee.
Touring the United States and
Canada since 1976, Buddy Big
Mountain has recently appeared
on The Nashville Networks
(TNN) cable TV show Nashville Now with Ralph Emery.
Always with a smile, Big
Mountain spoke through his
dummy's lionhorse, On-onekwe, Awesome Fox and Wendell. Through the buffalo, Ononekwe. Big Mountain expressed the relationship between
nature and the human world and
a respect for the buffalo who had
"put shoes on a little girls' feet.
a roof over some elders, and fed
the whole tribe."
Inserting a little politics into
his humor. Big Mountain said,
"An illusion is something you
think it is and then it isn't. Sort
of like a treaty."
According to Francis. the
phrase "Support Native Resistance" on the activities posters
around campus means that "resistance is why we're still here.
That means all forms of
resistance.. holding ground
against what we don't want until
we get what we want."
Today and tomorrow an allIndian men's basketball and
women's volleyball tourney will
be played at the Memorial and
Lengyel Gyms.
Tomorrow there will be an
Annual Native Amencan Social
with Southern host drum Wakeby Lake Singers from Mashpee,
Massachusetts at6p.m.at Wells
Commons.
Next Wednesday, April 14
Tim Giago, editor of Lakota
Times,Rapid City,South Dakota, will speak on "The mainstream media's blackout on Inlians: cultural repression? Or,
psi another way to secure a
marketplace that thrives on negative and positive stereotypes?"
at 12:30 p.m. in 120 LiffleHall
and at 7 p.m. in the Mahogany
Room, Wells Commons.
Patricia Albers. anthropology professor at the University of
See CELEBRATION
on page 19
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WorldBriefs

• Afghan rebels admit smuggling weapons across border
•Prime Minister of Israel wants separation from Palestinians
• Vietnamese officials return remains of 16 US servicemen

•Tax

•Jerusalem

•Afghanistan

Rebels admit smuggling weapons
KABUL,Afghanistan(AP)— A government spokesman acknowledged for the
first time Wednesday that Afghan rebel groups have smuggled weapons to fellow
Islamic militants across the border in Tajikistan.
He denied that Afghanistan's Islamic government was involved in the Tajik civil war,
and said Kabul had no control over two fundamentalist rebel factions leading the smuggling
into the former Soviet republic.
The government said it freed the jailed son-in-law of its designated prime minister, the
erstwhile rebel chieftain Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, in a goodwill gesture to try to reach a
permanent peace settlement.
Dozens of other rebels captured earlier this year from Hekimatyar's Hezb-e-Islami
faction also will be freed soon, said Mohammed Yunis Qanooni, a spokesman for the
Defense Ministry.
To protest the arrest in January of his son-in-law Humayan Jareer, Hekmatyar began
rocketing Kabul, starting a month-long battle that killed at least 1,000 people and injured
another 6,000.
Jareer, 35, was arrested carrying what military sources claimed were maps pinpointing
government targets for possible attack.
The fundamentalist Hezb-e-Islami and Ittehad-e-Islami factions rece;ved hundreds of
millions of dollars from the Arab world to finance their 14-year war to oust Soviet-installed
governments in Kabul.
Even after the puppet regime was toppled by a coalition of rebel groups last April,
fighting continued between the groups, and the two radical Islamic factions used some of
the money to smuggle weapons to forces fighting the Moscow-backed government in
Tajikistan .
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•
to stay put
Palestinians
Rabin wants
JERUSALEM(AP)— Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin said Wednesday he would
not allow Palestinians "to swarm among us," as an indefinite closure of the occupied
lands entered its second week.
"We should not be dependent on the Palestinians from the territories," Rabin said. -Let

them stay there."
The verb, "to swarm," in Hebrew specifically connotes insects.
Rabin cited the closure as a model for a permanent,negotiated separation between Israelis
and Palestinians.
"We are in a period when significantchanges can be brought about by separation,' he told
a group of philanthropists.
Israel scaled off the Gaza Strip on March 29 and the West Bank last Thursday in retaliation
forattacks that killed at least 13Israelisin March.Atleast26Palestinians alsodied in the violence.
The closure has cut off 110,000 wage earners among the occupied lands' 1.8 million
Palestinians from jobs in Israel.
The harm done to the Palestinian economy has prompted demands from radical Palestinian
groups to boycott the U.S.-backed Mideast peace talks, scheduled o resume on April 20 in
Washington.The Palestinians had already been refusing to attend following the deportation of
nearly 400 men that Israel said were linked to violent radicals.
The army earlier Wednesday blocked about 100 Palestinian activists from entering north
Jerusalem to protest the closure.
The closure hasalsocaused a laborshortage in the Israel, which depended on the Palestinian
workers for cheap labor.
To help out farmers and flower-growers who desparately need trained workers for
harvesting, Israel has allowed in a limited number of Palestinians daily.
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•Vietnam

Remains ofservicemen
returned by Vietnamese

have bee
a poll bc
Coalitior
The I

HANOI,Vietnam(AP)— Officials handed over
the presumed remains of 16 American servicemen
missing from the Vietnam War on Wednesday in
another step toward ending Vietnam's political isolation.
The United States has said it will not normalize ties until
there is a satisfactory accounting of all missing Americans.
Wednesday's repatriation was the final stage ofthe 17th
mission of Vietnamese and American experts, who have
combed the country for clues to the fates of the 2,260
Americans who remain missing.
The remains were flown to Hawaii for identification.
Other remains thought to be those of U.S.servicemen killed
in Laos were also aboard the aircraft, said a U.S. military
spokesman in Bangkok, Thailand.
The next searches in Vietnam are expected to take place
later this month and in June.
Ho Xuan Dich, director of the Vietnam Office for
Seeking Missing Persons, said 532 sets of remains have
been returned to the United States since American troops
withdrew from Vietnam in 1973.
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•Corruption

Warrant issued forrchief •Cambodia
operating officer or Fiat
ROME(AP) — Authorities issued an arrest war- UN says attacks won't
Wednesday for the chiefoperating officer ofFiat.
4 therantlatest
scare them away
executive ofthe industrial giant to be caught
up in a nationwide corruption scandal, news reports said.
The charges against Giorgio Garuzzo followed an investigation ofalleged bribes paid by Fiat's truck subsidiary.
Iveco, the reports said. Garuzzo reportedly has agreed to
surrender.
Garuzzo said he was"most surprised" to hear about the
arrest warrant,the Financial Times, Britain's leading business daily, reported Thursday.
The newspaper, which said it interviewed Garuzzo in
London Wednesday night. quoted him as saying he offered
last week to help prosecutors with their investigation of
Ivc.co.
"I was told they were not interested, he said."I can only
think ... the Italian investigating authorities prefer to hear
from persons dfter they have been arrested."
In the interview. Garuzzo made no claims of innocence
nor did he profess guilt.

Tile Mc

PHNOM PENH. Cambodia(AP)-- United Nations chief Boutros Boutros-Ghali vowed Thursday
that a recent spate of attacks on U.N. peacekeepers
would not scare off the world body.
A U.N. peacekeeper was shot to death just hours before
Boutros-Ghali's talk to about 1,000 U.N. staff members.
Atsuhito Nakata, 25, a volunteer from Japan, was the
sixth peacekeeper and first volunteer killed in nine attacks on
U.N. personnel in the past two weeks.
-The security situation has deteriorated in recent weeks."
Boutros-Ghali told the gathering.
"But,whatever is its source,violence will not push us off
course. The United Nations will not be intimidated by
violence or threats."
In Tokyo, chief government spokesman Yohei Kono
expressed regret over Nakata's death but said Japan still
planned to send election monitors next month.
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•Pakistan

Pakistan arrests Arab
nationals in crackdown
ISLAMABAD,Pakistan(AP)— Pakistan has
arrested hundreds of Arab nationals in a crackdown on suspected Islamic militants in the country
illegally.
Police in the frontier city of Peshawar, at the foot of the
famed Khyber pass, began the crackdown Tuesday. The
detainees crowd the mud-walled prisons.
According to Interior Minister Shujaat Hussein. police
are trying to flush out militant Arab nationals hiding in
Pakistan.
"We cannot allow any terrorist activity on the soil of
Pakistan." Hussein said.
In the early 1980s,thousands of Arabs came to Pakistan
to join what they called a holy war against the thenCommunist regime in neighboring Afghanistan. A year ago.
when U.S.-backed rebels overran Kabul and ousted the old
Communist regime, many of the Arabs stayed behind.
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•Taxes

Real Security Coalition studying government spending
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Loughlin Black and Mark LaCasse(back)decide how to spend their tax dollars.
(Lachovvski photo.)
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By Alex Kull
Staff Writer
If your tax dollars could buy real security, how would you spend them?
Hundreds of University of Maine students
have been answering this question as they pass
a poll booth sponsored by the Real Security
Coalition in Memorial Union this week.
The Real Security Coalition is a myriad

of public interest organizations in Maine
working under the guidance of Maine Peace
Action in Portland.These groups have bound
together to work for a change in the way the
federal government spends America's tax
dollars.
According to David Hart, executive director of Maine Peace Action, the Coalition
is concerned the federal government is still
preoccupied with military security,and that

America's "real" securities, such as housing,jobs, and environmental issues are being ignored.
The Coalition is conducting this poll at
universities, high schools, shopping malls
and other public locations in Maine April 1
- 14.
iMaine Peace Studies professor William Stone, who is running the poll in the
Union, said this is "an attempt to publicize
the contradiction between the way our tax
dollars are spent and the way people would
like to spend them."
Using Ross Perot-style pie graphs, the
Coalition's pollsters show nearly one third
of our money is dedicated to military spending, with another quarter spent on national
debt interest, while relatively small amounts
are spent on education, housing and the
environment.
Passers-by are then asked how they would
choose to allocate their tax dollars.
A rack holding eight hollow cylinders
is set up on a table. Each cylinder represents a different area of federal spending--debt interest, military, health,
schools, housing, environment, jobs and
international issues.
Each participant is then given 20 nickels
to spend as they wish. The one restriction is
that people must spend one quarter of their
money on national debt interest.
"Generally,the public seems to find this
a kind of an interesting way to express their
own opinions. It represents the feelings of
those people who really care about these

issues," Stone said.
At press time, the nickels were piled
most highly in favor of the mvironment,
schools, and debt reduction. In contrast, the
military and international issues had received only meager amounts of cash.
"We will publicize the results ofall these
polls, which collectively show how people
feel about spending priorities, and we can
contrast them with how money is really
spent," Stone said.
In addition,the poll provides ready-made
postcards requesting a change in spending
priorities addressed to U.S. Senators Bill
Cohen and George Mitchell and U.S.Representatives Olympia Snowe and Tom Andrews. The poll's participants simply need
to sign them and send them in.
Stone said he is optimistic the results of
this poll will make A difference in Washingtoil.
"Strong public opinion for a different
course ofaction does influence people in the
legislature," he said.
In order to maximize the impact of their
poll, Hart said the Real Security Coalition
plans to publicize their results"in as dramatic a fashion as possible."
He said they currently plans to release
their findings at a large rally at Portland's
Monument Square on April 15,the day after
the poll is completed, and a similar event
may take place in Bangor at a later date
"We have to let the elected officials in D.C.
know that it's our tax money,and they have to
spend it how we want it spent," Hart said.

•State taxes

New computer delays tax returns
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — A conversion to a new computer system in the state
Bureau of Taxation has delayed the processing of Maine income-tax returns, but the
changeover should mean speedier service in
the future.
State Tax Assessor John LaFaver said it
currently takes the bureau eight to 10 weeks to
process refunds,compared to only four weeks
last year.
"In the long run, we will be able to process
returns much faster and issue refunds sooner
than before," LaFaver said Wednesday.''The
price we pay ii the meantime is some incon‘enience this year as refunds are mailed later than

n has
rackuntry

presents:

expected.Mainers have been filing their state returns
earlier this year, LaFaver said. He said his
bureatehad received 266,837 returns through
last Friday, 12 percent more than at the same
point last year.
Paymentsreceived with returns were up by
10percentfrom last year,totaling $1 million so
far,LaFaver said,while the average refund has
declined by 6 percent,from $317 to $297.
LaFaver said he expects the processing
delaysto be ironed out by the end ofthe month.
—The money is there," he said. "It's gettring the returns through the computer system
that's holding us up.''

Tom Acousti &
The Happy Bus Band

Saturday,
April 10 @ 9pm
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Socialist-Marxist lecture series

British panelists discuss problems from Thatcher's reign
By Dana Gray
Staff Writer
Three natives of Britain took an opportunity Thursday to discuss the economic and
social problems ex-Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher and her political control created in
England.
In the Bangor Lounge.the Socialist-Marxist Luncheon Series had a three-person panel
di',cuss their viewson Thatcher and consers atism between 1979 and the present.
The three panelists v.ere Aled Ganobcsik-Williams. Mark Hutchings and Giles
Norton. They are currently enrolled at the
University of Maine as graduate students,
each studying for a master's degree in English.
All originally from Britain. they brought
personal expertise to the discussion. ha% ing
spent the Anajority of their adult lives under a
Thatcher-directed government.
The title of the eighth Socialist-Marxist
lecture of the semester was "The Legacy of
Thatcherism: The Political and Social Scene
in Britain Today.- Each panelist dealt v.ith a
specific area of "Thatsherism"- GanobcsikWilliams with "How Britain changed under
Thatcher," Hutchins v.ith "Education and the
arts under Thatcher." and Norton with
"Thatcherism in Maine."
Ganobcsik-W illiams began his portion oi
the discussion by separating himself with
either most affected by conservative government—the labor class and the elitists.
"It's sort ofconventional to say ofThatch-

erism that there were tv.o-thirds winners and
one-third losers. but I don't really see myself.
from my own experience, as part of any of
that." he said.
Williams likened the early stages of
Thatcherism and the division of class to the
republican years under President Reagan in
the early 1980s.
"There '.s as a sort of crude patriotism:the
strengthening of the military/law enforcement. break in the pow el of unions, etc.." he
said.
The difference Williams pointed out was
in the amount of change that had to he undertaken in England.in regards to free enterprise.
ith less government intervention. He said
the nature of the United States has always
been to favor a freer economy.
Thatcher's emphasis was on taking the
need from dependency and instituting an enterprise culture more closely related to that of
the United States. Hutchings said Thatcher
placed economics above all else during her
control.
"She was responsible for placing economics in the free market as the yardstick by which
everything should be measured." he said.
Hutchings talked about some of the areas
which have been most affected by Thatcherism with a discussion on changes in education
and art in England.
One positive effect that Hutchings and
Norton said Thatcher had on education was
pushing students toward higher education for
a larger number of people. However. Hutchings said that whiie Thatcher pushed for high-

One more time.
110 Little Hall
6:00 - 7:30pm
Wednesday, April 14, 1993
Student Government Presidential and Vice Presidential Candidate

Debate
Sponsored k The Maine Campus
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Aled Ganobcsik-Williams at the Socialist-Marxist Luncheon Series. (Lachowski photo.)
er university attendance, there has been a
decline in the number ofteachers,as well as a
large decrease in government funding.
With the conservative government approach to the university system in England
there has been a greater concerti for the opinions expressed in the classroom by the professors. Hutchings said facts are becoming mainstream,replacing reason and process. He said
especially in the field of social sciences there
has been a concern for left-wing views in the
classroom.
"They (conservatives) have latched on to
tabloid views of had teaching and have used
this as a stick to beat the teachers." he sjd.
The problem Hutchings sees in the arts
stems from the education cuts. Thatcherism
has abolished the grants system, and v. ith
reduced funds,the arts council has been abolished. Once more organized functions of the
arts, like theater. are losing structure and are
now required to gain public sponsorship.
Giles Norton summed up Thatcher's early
success in the late 1970s as her ability to"outmaneuver the left-wing who were busy making banners for protest."
Norton likened Thatcherism to the current
economy of Maine.The view now in Maine is
that a budget crisis doesn't really exist, he
said, but there is a real discrepancy in the

money we would like to spend than '.'.hat '.se
have coming in.
The alignment with Maine and Thatcherism is in the belief that the economy will
straiehten itself out.
Norton spoke more centrally to the audience in regards to the economic situation at
[Maine.
"Faculty here at UMaine are mopping
their own floors and rolling up into a fetal
position hoping that the axe won't fall on
them." he said.
Even though Thatcher is out of office. all
three panelists feel the only' real shift away
from the conservative control for the fuaire of
England's government will start with an organized labor movement.
"Both the style and the substance of her
(Thatcher's) government were against the
sort of accepted precepts of internationalism.
mixed economy, the welfare state, compromise and collective bargaining as a way of
solving political problems,she broke with all
of that," Williams said.
He said the public opinion polls in recent
years show more of an acceptance of the past
welfare state and socialist programs. A series
of polls in 1989 showed more favor to pre1979 socialism to Thatcherism controlling
government today'.
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Arts&Issues

• A look back in time at Bangor women's art
• The movie review is a kick to read
• When Harry met Sylvia at the Bookshelf

•Interview
Out On
the Town UMaine hyped up for Hedges
An evening of
traditional Scottish
music at the MCA
Jean Redpath, who has popularized
traditional Scottish music while gaining
an international reputation, will perform
in concert at the Maine Center for the Arts
on April 10.
The 8 p.m.concert will feature a combination of traditional and contemporary
songs performed by Redpath, Scottish
fiddler Alasdair Fraser and cellist Abby
Newton.
Redpath is recognized as the foremost
interpreter and champion of traditional
Scottish music. Her crystalline voice and
remarkable interpretive skills are known
to American audiences through recordings, hundreds of concerts and appearanceson Garrison Keillor's"Prairie Home
Companion."
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Jean Redpath and friends will
present a night of traditional
Scottish music. (File photo.)

Windham Hill Wizard
Michael Hedges to
perform
Groundbreaking guitar virtuoso
Michael Hedges will be appearing at the
Maine Center for the Arts on Wednesday, April 14 at 7 p.m.
Hedges is on the road displaying his
eclectic brand of acoustic guitar wizardry and compositional beauty. which has
been heralded since his 1981 Windham
Hill debut Breakfast in the Field.
His Aerial Boundaries was nominated for a Grammy. and some of the
material featured on Hedges' Live On
The Double Planet was recorded at a
previous concert at the University of
Maine.
Taproot,Hedges most recent release,
was recorded in his own studio, using
an"autobiographical as a structural outline" It combines what is for Hedges
the standard fare of alternate tunings,
percussive rhythms and two-handed
hammer-on techniques, with exciting
new experiments using flutes, saxophones, clarinet, synthesizer and electric guitar.
For everyone who missed Hedges
when he performed at the university two
ago, this is a second chance not to
he missed.

By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
Michael Hedges rocked the Maine Center for the Arts with an undescribable performance two years ago. Out on tour after
another album and a testing-out some tunes
for a new release, Hedges will make his
return to the University ofMaine on Wednesday, April 14.
Although Hedges' music has been called
new age, his continuous experimentation
with new sounds and instruments refuses to
keep his music categorized. Hedges has
described his style of playing as "acoustic
thrash" or "heavy mental."
Hedges has had extensive musical training including classical guitar and has earned
a degree in composition, but he doesn't just
play an instrument - he works through it.
Hedges is known for the unique way he hits,
slaps,caresses and flails away on his guitar.
Hedges said this style developed out of
necessity and out ofjust the progression of
life.
-It's a pretty natural development.I didn't
have a plan. I didn't have a band, yet I
needed a drummer," Hedges said.
In place of a drummer he would slap his
guitar to get the same effect. That lead to
different forms of experimentation.
Hedges said his dynamic style willchange
as his life changes. He described his style as
a reflection ofthe choices he made to convey
what he was thinking at the time.
Music has been a part of Hedges life
since he began playing piano at age four.
During high school he tried cello and clarinet before he finally decided to stay with
flute and guitar. Hedges studied both flute
and composition at Phillips University in
Oklahoma and then moved on to the Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore, where he
studied classical guitar, electronic music
and earned his degree in composition.
From his 1981 Windham Hill debut
Breakfast in the Field to Taproot, his first
studio recording in five years, the musical

Windham Hill Records recording artist Michael Hedges during his Taproot
phase.(Photo courtesey Windham Hill Records.)
grow th Hedges has gone through is obvious.
His latter recordings reflect the use of various elements such as the harp guitar and an
increasing use of vocals.
Hedges said his concert at the university
next week will feature new material which
has not been previously released. Hedges
confirmed rumors he is also currently hard
at work on a new album.
Some of the new material will he a re-

flection of Hedges reawakened interest in
electronic music, which he had been very
interested in during the early 1980s and his
college career.
"I'm feeling my way into that world
again," Hedges said.
The Orono audience can expect to hear a
wide use of synthesizers. A new favorite of
Sec HEDGES on page 6

•Freak preview

Local bands play weekend benefit gig
By I. J. Lundy
Staff Writer
Last w eek many of the Um% ersity of
Maine's campus bands set aside their fmancial aspirations and took part in two benefit
shows: Wednesday night at the Oronoka
and Friday night at the Ram's Horn.
Wednesday night's Oronoka benefit
show,produced by Justin Butts,featured the
music of The Highball Blues Band, Every
Poor Daughter's Son,and Butts'own Adrenalin Mother.
"The Oronoka has been a great service to
students for many years," student Mylissa
Heser said, "It's nice to see someone do
something nice for them."
The crowd of40 grooved from 8:30 p.m.
until closing at approximately 1 a.m.
The Highball Blues Band, in their second public appearance, played an hour long
set which included several new songs.
"We haven't had a ton of practice time

since break ended," bass player Mark Hersey
said,"But we figured that this would be the
right crowd to try some new material on."
Following the Highball Blues Band was
Every Poor Daughter's Son.
"Over half of our set tonight will he
originals," singer/guitarist Mike Bourassa
said,addressing the crowd. The band,whose
new demo tapes have recently been released,
cut their set short to leave enough time for
the evening's headliners Adrenalin Mother.
"Our new demo tapes just came out this
week." guitarist Mike Hyland said. "I hope
that everybody likes them and takes the time
to check them out."
Adrenalin Mother, who have not played
on campus in several months, finished
Wednesday night's show with many of their
own songs and drew some of the restaurant's customers into the venue to watch.
Friday night saw the Ram's Horn once
again loaded to legal capacity with Freak
Fest 2,the second of several package shows.

put together to benefit the Ram's Horn and
UMaine's music scene.
"We did really well tonight," Jay Harris,
co-sponsor of the event, said. "I'm glad we
had as big a turn out for this show as we did
for the first one."
Freak Fest 2, which began at 7:15 p.m.
with a surprisingly large eatly crowd, fealured The Highball Blues Band, The Stillwater River Band, Every Poor Daughter's
Son, The Skinny White Boys and the Psylicye Band.
Highlights of the evening included the
Skinny White Boys, who appeared in rare
form Friday night with an exhaustive set.
which worked the audience into a heated
frenzy, and the Psylicye Band's daring rendition of the Allman Brother's 45-minute
epic "Mountain Jam."
The money earned at Freak Fest 2 will be
going to upcoming musical events such as
tonight's Freak Fest 3, at the Ram's Horn,
which will be an all acoustic show.
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111 From the Bookshelf III
By Andrew Davis

dressed. Neatly dressed, that is, except for trip just short of the Twilight Zone. "Dear
the bags over their heads. It is impossible to Harry, Dear Sylvia" is the saga of single
see their faces. But then I guess that is lonely people who begin to know each
The Harry and Sylvia Stories by Welch Everman's intention - the unexpected.
other through the want ads. I wouldn't
Evemian (12.95).
Another unexpected thing was the price. exactly call them a match, but then who am
Again, I observe the writing skills of I found $12.95 a little damaging to my Ito say?
some of our very own writers here at the wallet. However, I thought of having him
Everman has collected all these ideas
University of Maine. Welch Everrnan is an sign it, so later when he is famous...
into one book. Each usually having only
associate professor in the English departObviously, the stories are about Harry Harry and Sylvia, but occasional other peoment. I wrote about Professor Ives in last and Sylvia. However,there are several dif- ple enter into their world. Usually there are
week's review. I suppose I enjoy examining ferent stories of their lift!, 13 to be precise. always these main ingredients: a loving
my peer educators work, but then who Each story is a different account of the relationship, a mistake that is unforgis wouldn't.
couple in different places. Sometimes they able,regret,and slight insanity. The reason
The cover ofthe book has a picture ofthe are married, sometimes they are not. The I say "insanity" is because of some of the
painting "The Lovers" by Rene Magritte. cook contains many unique situations that ideas that Harry arrives at as solutions to
There is a natural background, with two the two find themselves in. For example, his problems. Harry usually arrives at a
people in the foreground who are neatly "At the Supermarket" tells of a shopping conclusion that is not always altogether
Staff writer

watertight. It can be down right insane,
hence my earlier remark about the Twilight
Zone. I don't wish to spoil anything for the
r:ader, except to say it is scary, but I think
we have all followed some of his or her
train of thought. For example,"The Phone
Call" is the story ofthe regretful boyfriend
who calls his girlfriend to talk. She's not
there, but he thinks she is and isn't answering the phone, so he never hangs up.. ever.
For days you see him live his life on the
radius of a phone cord. It's this kind of
insanity that adds spice to the story. It also
reminds you of the time you thought of
doing that same thing, yet didn't go through
with it. Like any good story, it makes you
reflect back upon yourself.

•The legal corner of stuff

Miran
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you have the right to remain silent

From Student Legal Services
You have the right to remain silent...
If you are arrested and the police want to
question you,they must read you the Miranda warning:
You ;lute the right to remain silent. You
are not required to say anything to us at any
time or to answer any questions. Anything
you say can and will be used against you in
court. You have the right to talk to a lawyer
for advice before we question you and to
have a lawyer with you during questioning.

Ifyou cannot afford a lawyer and want one.
a lawyer will be provided for you free of
charge.Ifyou want to answer questions now
without a lawyer present, you will still have
the right to stop answering at any time. You
also have the right to stop answering at any
time until you talk to a lawyer.
This warning clearly states a person has
the right to remain silent, has the right to a
lawyer and that anything a person says can
and will be used against him or her.
If you answer questions or sign any statements before speaking to a lawyer, you
could be hurting yourself.Instead,you should

An evening of traditional Scottish music with

JEAN REDPAT

first speak to a criminal attorney for advice, any offense. Student '-egal Services can
because you can always answer questions or also help by referring students to a local
give statements to the police at a later time. criminal attorney for representation in court.
Some people feel that refusing to answer If you have any questions about this matter
questions asked by the police makes them or any other legal matter, stop by Student
appear guilty. This is not necessarily the Legal Services. SLS is a service of Student
case because talking to the police before Government which offers FREE legal adspeaking to a lawyer can be damaging. Re- vice to all undergraduates. We are located
member, remaining silent is your right!
on the third floor of the Memorial Union
Student Legal Services can offer advice and are open Monday to Friday, 9 am to 3
on criminal matters, so we urge students to pm. Stop by or call 581-1789 to make an
seek legal assistance when charged with appointment.

Hedges

from page 5

Hedges is recording guitar music on CD and
then playing it backward as a background
element. The melody will be played live on
flute over the backward guitar.
Hedges has made live concerts an integral part of his career, resulting in a highenergy performance. which ranges from the
extremes of soft and brooding acoustical
ballads to all-out pounding in a frenzying
dance of music and spirit.
Hedges said in a modest tone there is no
particular source for his energy.
Hedges defined performing as communicating."And I guess I just really get off on
communicating," he said.

So, how does Hedges seem to slide from
delicate instrumental pieces to covers of
Neneh Cherry and Fob Dylan?
"It's just something that happens," he
said. "I always mean what I play."
Why the personalized versions of other
peoples' work?I ledges said he feels it is good
to have a wide range. The different works
reflect different experiences he has had.
"It fits together because it is in my language(personalized)-otherwise it wouldn't
work," Hedges said.
As a preview to Wednesday night's concert, Hedges said he plans to open with a
Madonna cover.
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By Beverly A. Gabe
Staff Writer
interviewwith Simon LeBonfrom Duran
Duran:
As the foremost video band of the '80s,
Duran Duran played a large role in creating
standards which defined the medium. I recently had the opportunity to speak with the
frontman for the group. Simon LeBon, to
ask him about MTV,the band's new album,
and the changes which have occurred over
their career.
After speeding through heavy London traffic on his motorcycle, LeBon spoke candidly
by phone about the band's transition f-om the
glamour of the past to their present situation.

"We've been through some bullsh-t hut
we've learned from it," he said.
As the glitter of the past faded, Duran
Duran was lost in the shuffle with two albums which met with mediocre reception.
MTV,on the other hand, continued to be a
powerhouse with their blend of music and
visual imagery. I asked LeBon how he saw
MTV affecting their music now.
"We can only benefit from more airplay
on MTV. You can't play a show in everybody's living room or everybody's hometown, but you can be on everybody's TV if
you're on MTV."
Despite the negative comments made

about MTV by Duran Duran on "Too Much
"I think videos should pick up on aspects
Information" from their latest album, LeB- of songs and parallel them rather than tell
on feels a link with the station, which sur- the linear story that the songs tell. Our vidvives friendly jabs.
eos are going to get more surreal,surrealism
"It's really what the band's grown up with. is where everybody is headed as far as this
The band's relationship with MTV is almost band is concerned. It's a way of making a
like our relationship with each other. That's statement about reality but without hitting
why we could write the song "Too Much the finalities of reality."
Information," and we could say,'Destroy my
With MTV declaring that the music
MTV,' and 'Destroyed by MTV' and get revolution will he televised, music videos
away with it. We know that we're in it as much take on a different perspective. The potenas they are, we're in it up to our necks!"
tial for information distribution remains
With videos like, "Hungry Like The high and while some bands may become
Wolf," shot in Sri Lanka; "Union of the caught up in the politically correct hoopla.
Snake,"shot in a strange subterranean world: LeBon remains assured that Duran Duran
and "Rio,- filmed on a yacht, Duran Duran will not.
had captured the escapist themes prominent
"When you get right down to it, we're
in their earlier songs. With the iliore reality just another piece of product like a chocolate
based subject matter of their latest effort, bar or a soft drink.
many wondered if this would change the
"We don't want to be disposable, we
dynamic of their videos.
want to be essential.-

Getthe Picture
By Mike McLaughlin

does them over and over again in fvery creative fighting style that he could have and he has the charisma and the acting skills
Damme movie. Hey Jean Claude,get out of graced the screen with in many more films. that are sure to keep him in the limelight for
Opinion Editor
the movies and join the Arnold Schwar3. Chuck Norris. Many people may not many years to come.
Fans of martial arts action films have zeneggar wanna-be club where you belong. agree with putting Chuck at number three,
I. Bruce Lee. Nobody has or probably
long debated which of the gladiators in the
5.Steven Seagal. If this were a list of the but he has proved himself in the U.S. karate ever will touch the legendary skill of the one
movie arena is really the best above the rest. top 10 egos in the movies,Seagal would fill tournament circuit, as an instructor with and
only Bruce Lee. He had more power,
In this week's Get the picture we'll count all 10 places. He does deserve to be com- many schools across the country and as an more speed and
more all-around charisma
down the all-time top 10ofthese Hollywood mended for bringing Aikido to the big screen action film star. Put Seagal, Van Damme than any of the action stars
of today. A new
heroes from the lame to the legendary.
which can be exciting to watch, however and Carradine in the ring with Norris and movie."The Dragon," based on Bruce Lee's
10. David Carradine. Carradine was that's where his role model status ends. In they wouldn't stand a chance.Chuck should, life is scheduled to hit theaters soon
arid if it
one of the pioneers in bringing martial arts every movie,Seagal plays this cocky Italian however,start making more films like "Del- captures even halfof the essence
of what his
to the screen with his"Kung Fu" television guy (usually a cop) who just goes around ta Force"and "Hero and the Terror"and stay life was made up of, the
film will definitely
series. However, viewers of this series and breaking everyone's necks, arms and legs away from the Right Guard commercials.
be a success. Also, if you would like to see
its new updated version may be watching a and it doesn't matter who they are, drug
2. Phillip Rhee.This guy is the person to the real Bruce Lee in action, go rent wt is
lot of television but they are not watching dealers or librarians.
watch in the future. Rhee, the star of"The considered to be the greatest martial arts
a lot of talent. Carradine's punches and
4. Brandon Lee. The movie world lost Best of the Best I and II," is without a doubt movie ever made,"Enter the Dragon." After
kicks are so slow it almost seems ridiculous one its future big stars with the death of the best of the current martial arts film watching just one of his fight scenes there
to include him in a list of "action" heroes. Brandon Lee last week. Lee's last movie. makers. He is the first to bring the impres- will be no doubt in your mind who the real
Grasshoppers are supposed to be fairly "Rapid Fire," is testament to the skill and sive kicks ofTae Kwon Do to the big screen best of the best is.
quick. Carradine moves more like a dead
caterpillar.
9. Jeff Speakman. Remember the movie -The Perfect Weapon?" If not then you
don't have a clue who Speakman is because
it's his only claim to fame. Who knows what
he's doing today, maybe he became a detective and is looking for a screenwriter who
can give his next film some sort of plot.
8.Don Wilson. Wilson.the ex-kickboxing champion turned low-budget karate film
maker, does seem to have some potential.
He has the "right look" for the movies, but
he doesn't have the flashy techniques or the
acting ability that some of the other stars
have. If you want to get a taste of Wilson's
work go down to your local video store and
rent one of the "Bloodfist" movies, chances
are pretty good they'll have one available
because it's doubtful that anyone else ha•
rented them out.
7. Jackie Chan. Jackie Chan has not
really hit it big in the United States yet, but
he is somewhat of a god in China. Unlike
most of his combat counterparts, Chan inowE movr-ki amp evr 7 criicg 6/1,1_
cludes a lot ofcomedy in his elaborate fight
sequences. Chan's films may be good for a
few laughs but they often run long on
Jocelyn Dana
Allison Boquist. respectively, and very well respected, are the winners of tickets to the Phish
fighting and short on story lines and it's
international
gain
ever
unlikely that he will
concert on May 7, 1995. Congratulations on your Phishism and come to The Maine Campus in the Base
success.
ment of Lord Hall to pick up your tickets and said Phish. All of those other, who ontcr..(1 rn,w 1);( k up your
6. Jean Claude Van Damme. 1 his guy
Phish too! Unless you don't rnird oontributing them to our wall of Maine Campus Phish Memoirs.
has been given the most hype recently and
he has the least skill. Van Damme is living
proof of where good looks arid camera tricks
can get you. Mr. "Van Dammage" only
knows about three different kicks but he

Here's the Phish!

The Maine Campus
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•Student art exhibit

7
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Womens'lives captured in works from the past
By Jody Myers
Staff Writer

.11•0M.

Women'by Anna Ayer,from the Bangor wome
n artist

s' exhibit.(Kiesow photo.

Daughters of farmers, store owners, a
lawyer and a lumber surveyor they were
separated by social class but inextricably
linked by their an.
Thev are some of Bangor's Victorian
era artists and their respective watercolors,
oil paintings, and charcoal sketches cornpnse the exhibit "Back to the Drawing
Board. Bangor Women Artists 1880-1915.Co-c urated by University of Maine student Annette Tunnel, the project was a
joint effort between the Bangor Historical
Society and the Issac Farrar Mansion, supported with a grant from the Maine Humanities Council.
"We felt like w e knew them,- said Turmel, referring to women whose work and
lives she researched. "And seeing the collection,for me it was like introducing them
all to each other.Turmel started volunteering at the
Bangor Historical Society last May for
college credit. She assisted Historical Society Curator Abigail Ewing Zelz in preparing the exhibit by first retrieving bits
and pieces of information about the artists
buried in old city directories, personal diaries, and documents.
"It was nice to have another person to
bounce ideas off from.- said Zelz. who has
worked with many interns. "We'd get so
excited vb hen heard of another painting that
had turned up"
Tunnel and Zelz also put ads in several
local newsletters, searching for names of
artists and accompanying works. Sometimes they would find a painting with no
information about the artist, or they would
uncover riveting stories about the artist's
life with no painting in sight.
The painting to the left is being used as the
cover illustration for the exhibit's publicity.

"Sometimes it v. as v.ord ut
mouth,"
said Tunnel. "In one case, our
treasurer
was talking to a friend who lives in
Massachusetts and summers in Maine.
"They got to talking and he said
he had
a portfolio of his late aunt's. It was
supposed to be in a flea market and he
rescued
it,- she said. The portfolio included
charcoal sketches, one of which graces
the
cover of the exhibit's program and
also
appears in all advertisements.
The artist was Anna C. Ayer. and
relatives described her as a"grand ole gal" who
enjoyed betting on horse and dog
racing as
well as "enjoying a juice glass of
bourbon
with her guests."
Both Turmel and Zelz are quick to
point
out their exhibit is as much about educat
ing
the community about turn of the century
Bangor as it is about displaying works.
"There were multiple pieces. We hada
catalog and a lecture series and a fashio
n
show (of the time period.)" said Zelz. She
said they were also responsible for insuring
the exhibit and applying for the Maine
Humanities Council grant.
"Art is nothing if you don't know the
context," Tunnel said. The Victorian era is
known for its emphasis on beauty and decoration. "At that time, the style was to put
as many paintings on a wall that would fit,"
she said.
Zelz said local school children have
responded well to the exhibit."There really
are no art museums in Bangor,and what we
have here is the only exhibit some kids ever
see," she said. "We teach them the difference between oil and watercolors, landscapes and portraits.Presently, "Back to the Drawing
Board," is being shown at the Isaac Farrar
Mansion. where it will remain until April
15. It will then relocate to the Bangor
Historical Society where it will remain
until August 27.

I 'Maine music

Student bands provide evening ofentertainment
By Stacy Major

Staff Writer
Thel;niversity of Maine's Dep.artment of
Music presented a Band Concert performed
by the Concert Band and the Symphonic
Band. Wednesday night at the Hutchins Concert Hall.
The concert, which began at 8 p.m., consisted of both bands performing with the
sounds of woodwinds,horns,drums and other percussion instruments Approximately
100 people attended the performance.
UMaine's concert band was the first to
perform. The 56 member band,conducted by
Christopher White and Joseph Nadeau, performed a selection of five concert pieces.
"The Grand Titans," the first selection
performed, was conducted by Nadeau, a se-

nior music major. The remaining four pieces
were under the conduction of White, a gradrate student in instrumental conducting. He
also directs the CMaine Marching Band and
Pep Band.
The Concert Band began "Kaddish" with
the sound of ringing bells. The piece, by W.
Francis McBeth. is a Jewish prayer for the
dead that is played on each morning and
night for the first 11 months following a
person's death. After that, it is played only
on the anniversary of the death. When the
instruments finally all joined sounds together. the piece slowly progressed. This tribute
to the dead provided a mood of mourning
and despair.
Another piece the band played was "Fantasy on American Sailing Ships" by Clare
Grundman.This piece waslight as wellas fast-
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moving. It was music that flowed smoot
hly,
and it exuded a sense ofpeacefulness
.The airy
high notes represented joy and excite
ment.
L'Maine•s Symphonic Band perfo
rmed
the second part of the series. The 50
member
band was conducted by' Curvin
Farnham,
Jeffrey'Priest,the music director ofOld
Iown
High School. was the assistant condu
ctor for
the evening
The Symphonic Band played a
series of
five pieces. Their performance
began with
"Fanfare for Heroes- by Sir Arthu
r Bliss. He
wrote the piece for the 1953
coronation of
Queen Elizabeth 11. This was the
only piece
performeclby trumpets andtrombon
es. It was
a loud, exciting and intense
piece. Farnham
said they presented the piece
for the inaugurationofliMaine President Fred
Hutchinson.
Another powerful piece that
the Sym-

Prepare for Summer

phonic Band performed was"Morning Alleluias" from "Winter Solstice- by Nelson. It
was written to express the feelings of the
Japanese people after the attack on Hiroshima. Farnham said that it reflected the beginnings of frustration that they felt leading to
the joys afterward.
The piece begins with low,mournful wails.
The
sed
senotes
n
ofp
ive a
ewere
stro
eai
ly,nas
todgmore
slo
orne
sw
geirfan
gged
rabec
rer.dit
of a unified sound as the piece progresses. It
gained power and strength. and ended with a
sense of excitement,joy and fulfillment
The concert series ended with the Concert
Band and the Symphonic Band
an combng
together to perform two pieces, "The Ness
Colonial March" and -Fantasy for Band.donations were taken to support the bands.

Employment Bartending Course

Black Bear Inn, Orono,
April 19 & 20,6-10pm.
$125 Registration Fee
April 19 from 5:30-6pn,
or call (902)443-8776.
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Men's expression ofsensitivity questioned
By Alex Kull
Staff Writer
Men must be competitive, but must never experience loss. Men must have
feelings, but must never
communicate
them.
Above all, men must be
warriors, but must never be hurt in the battles they fight.
Such are the contradictions boys learn to
live by on the road to manhood. And according to Dr. Bob Milardo, it is high time these
attitudes come to an end.
In a lecture sponsored by Men Against
Rape in Memorial Union's FFA Room
Wednesday afternoon, Milardo explained
how these paradoxes inhibit and hinder a
man's ability to communicate.
This discussion was the last in the Communications Issues for Men lecture series.
Milardo, associate professor of child

development/family relations, human development, began the dialogue by describing the two clashing undercurrents in the
way men communicate—the drive to be
intimate and the drive to compete.
Milardo illustrated this point by reading
from a diary ofa construction worker. There
is no question that the worker is friends with
his fellow workers. Yet they express this
friendship through fierce competition and
violence towards one another.
Milardo said, "The way in which they
express closeness is incredibly primitive,
let's face it. There's no sharing of feelings.
"But that's what competition is all about,
and that's what men are socialized for," he
said.
Milardo described an experience he had
at his best friend's house one Christmas. His
friend's young son received a pair of Transformers, toy trucks which can be converted
into armored robots. The little boy immediately and instinctively played out a war

between the two robots, with each trying to
kill the other.
Meanwhile, his younger sister was playing with the Barbie and Ken dolls she had
received. In contrast to the Transformers,
Barbie and Ken shared love and friendship,
helping each other instead of competing
with one another.
"That is the basis for male socialization.
Basically, we're still socializing warriors.
"At one time it may well have been
appropriate to train men as warriors, but it
isn't any longer," Milardo said.
He described the men in the movie Platoon as very good warriors. But they never
got close to one another for fear they might
be blown away at any moment.
"If you want to train warriors, then it's
fine to train people so that they develop
superficial relationships with one another.
"It does work in the trenches, but it
doesn't work everywhere else. It doesn't
work at a construction site. And it certainly

doesn't work well in maintaining or establishing family relationships," Milardo said.
He said although there is no need for this
warrior training, we are still giving children
Transformers and encouraging competition.
This trend pervades every level of society
and prevents men from truly communicating with their loved ones and with one
another.
Milardo added that many of men's more
destructive tendencies stem from frustration between the need to be intimate and
their need to be seen as competitive,fearless
warriors.
"I think the problems that women experience as a result of men's development,
things like rape and violence against women
and sexual abuse all spill out of this warrior
mentality," he said.
Milardo concluded that the ideal of the
warrior-man is long past its time and must
be changed if men are to live as intimate,
emotional human beings.

•Obituary
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Voice ofcivil rights, Marian Anderson, dies at age 96
PORTLAND, Ore.(AP) — She began
singing to help support her family. Years
later, on an Easter Sunday, she became the
voice and symbol of the nation's fledgling
civil rights movement. On Thursday, Marian Anderson died at age 96.
Miss Anderson, a contralto, sang in rich
and soaring tones that cradled spirituals and
Schubert lieder, Verdi and Handel,the "Marseillaise" and "America."
She suffered a stroke last month and died
in the home of her nephew,James DePreist.
the Oregon Symphony's music director.
She was the first black artist to entertain
at the White House and the first black to sing
a major role with the Metropolitan Opera in
New York.
Her 1939 concert at the Lincoln Memori
epitomized
her long struggle against racial
al
discrimination, a breakthrough achievement
that helped bring the nation together.
The Lincoln Memorial concert came
about when the Daughters of the American
Revolution refused to rent her Constitution
Hall in Washington, claiming the date was
already taken.
Eleanor Roosevelt thought Miss Anderson was a victim of discrimination,resigned
from the group and arranged for her to sing
at the shrine. The audience of 75,000 was
the largest public tribute since Charles Lindbergh returned from France a decade before.
Miss Anderson sang professionally at
12 to help her family following the death of
her father.
Her Lincoln Memorial program included "America," the aria"0 mio Fernando,"
Schubert's "Ave Maria" and the spirituals
"Gospel Train." "Trampin" and "My
Soul Is Anchored in the Lord."
She told the racially mixed audience: "I
can't tell you what you have done for me
today. I thank you from the bottom of my
heart, again and again."
'if I only could give what I had to offer
then But they wouldn't accept it, or me,"
she said. "Other Negroes will have the
career I dreamed of."
Born in Philadelphia, she began singing
at 3 and joined her church's junior choir
three years later. At 8. she earned her first
honey as a singer. Her father was a coal and

ice dealer. Her mother, a schoolteacher,
lived until age 89.
In 1925,she was chosen from 300 singers
to appear with the New York Philharmonic.
With financial support from fellowships,she
studied in Europe in the late 1920s.
In 1933, a Berlin promoter arranged a
concert for a $500 fee. Success was instantaneous and before reiurning home she performed across Europe and for the kings of
Sweden and Denmark.
For 30 years, she could be heard from
Rome to Berlin, from Stockholm to Salzburg. She recorded many ofthe works from
her recital programs.
Her voice stretched more than two octaves. Her favorite music included Schubert, Handel and Mendelssohn, Christmas
carols, spirituals and old American songs.
As a youngster, she was refused admittance to a Philadelphia school of music
because she was black.

She rarely spoke about prejudice but in
a 1960 interview she said: "Sometimes it's
like a hair across your cheek. You can't see
it. You can't find it with your fingers but
you keep brushing at it because the feel of
it is irritating."
She became a symbol of the early civil
rights movement through herchoice ofsongs,
particularly Negro spirituals, which often
veiled protests. She said prejudice "may be
frustrating in the beginning, but it makes
you stronger."
Three years after her historic 1936 W.lite
House performance. President Roosevelt
invited her back to sing there during a visit
by Britain's King George VI. In 1953, she
became the first black to perform for Japan's
Imperial Court in its 2,600-year history.
Another victorious moment came when
she performed the role Ulrica at the Metropolitan Opera on Jan. 7, 1955, in Verdi's
"Masked Ball."

Miss Anderson continued singing for
another decade, ending her career with a
triumphant four-continent tour that culminated at C'aniegie Hall on April 18, 1965,
another Easter.
In 1991.she received a lifetime achievement Grammy award.
She lived in the Danbury, Conn., countryside with her husband,architect Orpheus
H. Fisher, whom she married in 1943. He
died in 1985. They had no children. In July
1992, she moved to Portland to live with
DePreist and his wife.
In her 1956 biography,"My Lord. What
a Morning," Miss Anderson wrote. "My
mission is to leave behind me the kind of
impression that will make it easier for those
who follow."
Her remains will be cremated. The family planned memorial services for Union
Baptist Church in Philadelphia and Carnegie Hall in New York. No dates were set.

EASTER SUNDAY
MASSES atthe NEWMAN CENTER
EASTER VIGIL

8:00 PM

Vigil Celebration of
Christ's Resurrection

EASTER SUNDAY

9:30 AM
11:30AM
6:15 PM

MASS
MASS
MASS

YOUR ROMAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY PARISH INVITES
YOU TO CELEBRATE EASTER WITH US.
*ALL MASSES ARE AT THE NEW1VIAN CENTER ON EASTER.
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•Hands on Education

UMaine students to spend semester by the sea

By Renee Dolley
Staff Writer

For the fall semester,20students will have
the opportunity to live at the University of
Maine's marine laboratory, the Darling Marine Center where they will take five marine
related courses which all involve significant
contact with the marine realm.
This new addition to the Oceanography
Department is called the Semester by the Sea
Program.
Students living there are required to take
15 credits of marine history and science in the
following courses: Costal Oceanography,
Ecology of Rocky Shores, Field Marine Ge4Antait
ology, Invertebrates of the Maine Coast, and
/OM
Maritime History and Archaeology.
Prerequisites for these courses are BIO
—
100 and ZOL 204,or BOT 201 or BUT 203.
In addition, there will be field trips to
coastal sites, ship-board ocean sampling and
direct contact with marine biologists and
oceanographers.
-t2FC71
4 1t,"...
hey"! get know organisms on a first
name basis," Robert Steneck, associate professor of oceanography, said.
The Darling Marine Center near Damariscotta has oceanographic laboratories, the
largest flowing seawater facility in Maine, a
fleet of boats from 16 to 35 feet long and
Student now have an opportunity to spend a seme
complete SCUBA facilities.
ster at the Darling Marine Center (above)studying
marine science
The Semester by the Sea program was and history though a new program called "Semester by the.Sea." (Photo courtesy of Ocea
nography Dept.)
developed out of faculty interest to expand the
chance to be immersed into marine life.
oceanography.
UMaine's marine department undergraduate
economic and environmentally relevant choicThe program has openings for 20students
"We want enthusiastic students who will es facin
program so interested students would have and
g people in the next century.
is not limited to students majoring in come to
the program with a desire to learn,"
The last goal is to make the UMaine
Steneck said.
experience more diverse for these students.
'Mere are three main goals which Steneck The
classes will not focus on lecturing alone.
hopes will be accomplished through the pro- but
also use other skills which they will develgram.
op to solve real life problems.
The first one is to provide a chance to
"My experience has been if you present a
study marine science,the marine realm and its
student with a problem, it will be more interresources and the nautical-costal history of
esting then just giving them a lecture." Stethe state.
neck said.
Michelle Ashmore
Another goal is to utilize the marine enviMary Johnson
He said he hopes to have the Semester
ronment as a conductive settling for developing
the Sea program expand in future years.
problem solving skills, analytical and creati
ve
There are brochures which describes the
Susan Drake
Pamela LaBonte
thinking, understanding by use of examples,
program,courses and facilities available from
the scientific method and considering social
. the oceanography department in Libh Hill I

Have you seen one ofthese women
wearing a pine tree on her face?

Karey Dufour
Kristina Edgecomb

Rebecca Palmer
Bonnie Satterfield

Shannon Hodgdon

Kristine Small

Kim Jancile

Jennifer Curtis

Congratulate Her!
She has been selected as a new member of the All
Maine Women Honor Society! As a group, they represen
t
the top 1% of the women in their graduating class.
Members are chosen on the basis of distinguished
leadership and excellence in service to the university and
community, exemplary character, dignity, Maine spirit,
scholarship, and potential for continued contributions to
the university.
4111•11,-.01•PINOMMINIMIlkiak

•Sexual assault

York jailer indicted on sex
ALFRED, Maine (AP) — The secondranking officer at the York County
Jail has
been indicted on charges ofsexually
molesting two male inmates,
Raymond "Tank" Moreau,54,faces
up
to 10 years in prison and a $20,000
fine if
convicted of gross sexual assault and
un Iaw ful sexual contact.
Sheriff Michael Bemis said Moreau.
who
has been with the sheriff's depar
tment for
more than 20 years, would be
fired as derartment programmer "as soon ac
I have

confirmation of the indictment.Moreau has been on administrative leave
with pay since Oct. 8, when Bemis learned
of a complaint by one of the two inmates
against Moreau.
As programmer, Moreau was responsihle for appointing jail trustees and overseeing work release programs.
Assistant Attorney General Donald Macomber would not say whether Moreau used
force orthe influence ofhis position during his
alleged involvement with the two inmates

•BEER IMPORTS•SELECTION•

WINTER BEERS*

BEVERAGE WAREHOUSE

7 Oak Street • Orono, Mai
ne
866-2533
"Beer Imports from around
the
Amstel Lt 12 pack cans $4.99world"
Kegs!!
Natural Light 1/2 barrels $35.99
Milwaukee's Best 1/2 barrels $35.99

•SHR]8 H3INIAA•N01.0313S

S2f332 ?AIN

Debra McKechnie

WINTER BEERS

Darcy Dolliver

•SiliOdiAll 1338•

•
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Clown teaches physics to UMaine students
By Kristen Lilley
Volunteer Writer
The class settles. A red-nosed, white
Jumpsuit clad clown enters the lecture hall.
He appears,juggling three rubber halls while
riding a unicycle. The three turns into four
halls and eventually progresses to five. The
voice of the instructor notes how height
must be added to the arc of the halls,so as to
enable t.ie juggler time to react.
No, this isn't a professor gone mad. it's
"Max" the clown, better known to classmates as Lewis Johnson, a senior at the
University of Maine.
Johnson appears before Professor David
Clark's demonstrative physics class,
PHY103, each semester, demonstrating
through the art of clowning, the laws of
physics.
Johnson has been the silent illustrator hr
Clark for the past five years.
"I had a class in his lecture room after he
taught PHY103 and was intrigued by the
rolls of toilet paper mid other funny objects
he used for demonstrations. I was proficient
at juggling so I asked if he had any use for a
jun,.er and a fun relationship began," Johnson said.
Clark, lecturer in physics and astronomy, has always attempted to use humor,
demonstrations and class involvement to
help science-unfriendly students understand
the concepts of physics.
"What better way to incorporate humor
and demonstrations than to have a clown

larine science
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Lewis "Max" Johnson juggles for students in Bar Harbor
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perform balancing and juggling feats while
nairate the law of physics in action," Clark
said.
The half-hour show consists of the opening scene with the unicycle and balls, a
change in juggling from halls to scarves anti
then to bowling pins and rings.
"Each object Max juggles requires a
different handling. The scarves give him
more time to react while the pins and nngs
are spinning which poses a different problem," Clark said.
The skit continues to show the laws of
balancing, from a pencil and mop on the
nose, to an eight-foot ladder.
"Max starts small and increases the drama with each object. lie balances his own
weight on a wooden plank and round tube.
demonstrating the law ofcenter of mass,anti
moves on to the dramatic finish of the eight
foot step ladder balanced on his chin,"Clark
said.
"Students love it and find that they really
are able to understand the laws more, now
that they know they can be applied outside
of the physics lab."
Johnson, however, does not limit his
talents to the physics lecture hall.
A graduate of Ringling Bros.,Barnum Az
Bailey Circus Clown College and a theatre
major here at UMaine. Johnson contributes
his cultivation of clowning as a defense
mechanism.
"Kids were always picking on me as a

from May 10—August 20
Customer service experience necessary.
Organizational skills helpful.
rrimary responsibility to serve as residence hail
"clerk." Greet and check in summer conference
guests. Supplemental hours require housekeeping
duties. Full-time employment(40 hours).
Compensation ; 'dudes housing in a residence hall
(with cable TV service, phone, and MicroFridge).
Weekend and/or evening hours required.

What are YOU doing this summer?
Fick up an application in the East/West Campus or
South Campus Office. DEADLINE is April 19.

The Maine Campus
is now accepting applications
for the position of editor.
Applicants must have at least
one semester of writing
experience at The Campus and
a minimum 2.5 gpa.
Applications are available at
the paper and are due by
Friday,April 16.
Call 581-1271 for more
information.
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•Column

The ersatz column
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Since all the big awards have already been presented, it's
now time for the first(and last) annual Hockey Nibble Awards.
• The Stupid Question of the Decade Award goes to all you
yahoos out there who ever intoned this baby: "Did you watch
the game last night?" Did we even have a choice?
• There's a tie for the Ultimate Opportunist Award/Failed Suck-up Attempt/
Bandwagon Driver Award this year between Gov. McKernan and Rep. Olympia
Snowe. Are these guys big hockey fans or what? What's really sad is I think they
really believe they are fooling all of us into thinking they actually give a damn.
Uh-huh.
•The Way to Go Award goes to the fans at the reception who mercilessly booed
the hell out of our beloved university budget hacker...er, governor. Even though
they were experiencing the ultimate hockey high, they weren't insane enough to •Religion
believe that charade.
•The Milk It For All It's Worth Award goes to the various media organizations
(ours not included, of course) for playing every angle possible, as well as some
impossible, on this victory. Yes, it is a big moment for UMaine — perhaps the
biggest ever — but do we really need to talk to the statistician? They're giving
According to Karl Marx, religion is
whole new meanings to the term "slow news day."
the opiate ofthe masses. Until very recent• Kudos to Athletic Director Mike Ploszek who did a magnificent impersonly,religion ofany sort was restricted in the
ation of Hulk Hogan at the team reception at Alfond Sunday. All was missing was
former
Soviet Union. Thousands had to
the ripped shirt. He could probably get a -gig announcing those monster truck
worship in secret, or not at all.
commercials...
•"Hey, how 'bout those Black Bears?" I'm a big fan of hockey, but I swear if I
Here in the United States freedom of
hear those words again, someone — anyone — is going down.
religion is constitutionally guaranteed.
OK,raise your hand if your answer is "yes": How many of you were relieved to
Any and all denominations from Catholhear a game without the sycophantic announcing style of Dale Duff. Whoa, put
icism to Judaism to Wiccan can be found
those hands ,:own, it looks like a Youth for Hitler rally.
and
practiced in America.
Dale, what is with this term "spin-o-rama"? This, from a man whc in the first
televised game last year, heralded the arrival of the "two Kariyas and the Ferraro.
One ofthe reasons that this is soimpor"
If you want to hear someone who calls a good game listen to Joe Carr. the
tant
to us as a people is that many of the
man
who coined the phrase "Low Cal." Now that's cool.
early European-Americans came to this
And now for something completely asinine...
country to escape religious persecution.
•I bet you could have gotten everyone to boycott Taco Bell if you told
them the
The drafters ofthe Constitution wantUnion was going to smell like a giant burrito for eternity. God knows
I would
have.
ed to ensure that such problems would
•This is the best time of year at UMaine.the sun comes out. the snow melts and never arise in their
new country.
the campus smells like cow dung. And you thought you'd never miss that
mill
Yet how many people take this freesmell. Yahoo!
•Seriously, though,I'd like to answer some questions posed in the letter to my dom for granted, claiming a certain reliright which asserts The Campus doesn't have enough student voices. Basically gion when it is convenient, denying the
,
the Letters to the Editor section is your responsibility. If we don't have one on any samereligion whencirrumstanceschange?
given day, it's because there are not enough letters to fill a page.
Furthermore,whose business but your
This is weird
since I can't remember ever having this problem in the past.
own is it?
As far as someone not having the time to read a whole,entire article— hey. I'm
Religion is a very personal matter.
sorry, life's tough. Watch TV,that's what it's there for

_

It's yourprerogative

practice your faith is your own decision to
make. What is gotten out of a faith is
different for each individual.
Many times, the most important lessons and feelings that are gained from a
faith come from early on. Childhood impressions take hold early. and many take
hold in a religious atmosphere.
Vague impressionsofkneeling,standing, and preaching may follow a catholic
around for life. These impression will
almost assuredly include feelings of belonging, especially family-belonging.
Some early lessons taught in a religious setting help to socialize future members of the community. Values taught in
mostreligions don'ttend to vary drastcally; certain basics like killing taboos are
prevalent in all religions.
While many profess thata religion must
be taken as a whole,don't be afraid to learn
what you will learn from your religion, or
even other religions and discard the rest
After all,it's your constitutional right.
What you worship and how often you (MAW)

Melissa Adams is a seniorjournaiism majorfrom Quincy, Mass. who wants to
be a sports writer because they get all thefree stuff
•Spring
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Something's missing
After such a drawn out snow season,
there are many things the wanner weather
brings to our attention here at UMaine.
Every spring, we have the pleasure of
learning that our mall, which turns lusciously green every summer,is actually a
swamp in disguise.
Also,the charm of rural Maine brings
itselfto mind asone tries to walk anywhere
on thiscampus without falling into a newly
developed pothole or without having a
shoe or two swallowed up by a hankless
riverofmud.University students start wandering around without jackets and then in
shorts and then in less and less and less...
Spring is the time for new flowers and
April showers, butterflies, puppy dogs

and lots ofother warm-furzies.Traditionally. it has also been the time for spring
cleaning. Now there's a thought.
All this mud and muck,dirt and dust
has worked its way into the classrooms,
residence halls and every other building
on campus. It has gotten so had that a
student can't even place a bookbag on the
floor without picking it up filthy. Just look
at the floors in Aubert or North Stevens.
The only thing that isn't popping up
anew this spring isjanitors. Where are they
when we need them? I'm sure they would
be here iftheycould,just as they haveevely
spring to make the season and the cleaning
complete. It's a shame that not everything
can survive the winter.(PLP

•
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•Campus Living
•UMaine alumni

Residents fed up with complications Cheers for
generation
ofthe'90s
To the Editor:

4c,1.

Many residents of DTAV would like to
thank our resident director for making nem
year's mom sign up as complicating and aggravating as possible. What was a simple and
organized process last year, is now a constantly changing set of roles and regulations.
At the "official mom sign up meeting," no
one, including the R.D. seemed to know the
exact procedure. We were left with many
unanswered questions, but were still expected to sign our contracts. We were told that
double rooms could be occupied by a single
resident for an additional charge, and that all

other vacancies would be tilled with residents
to be chosen by those living in the apartment.
Upon a request for a "double as single,"
we were told that the "rules" are no longer
in effect — once again, the policies
changed. We also don't know whether we
can fill that vacancy with someone of our
choice. One apartment was told by the R.D.
that she would fill their vacancy, and the
person they had chosen could not sign up
for that apartment. That same night, she
told another apartment that they could fill
their vacancy with the person they had chosen (incidentally. the individual they had
chosen was the same one that was not al-

lowed to sign up for the first apartment!?!
As a result of incidents like this, many
resident of DTAV have been left not knowing
who they will be living with,or if they'll even
be living hat.The status seems to change on a
day to day basis. Campus Living has been
attempting to promote the off/on switch. It's
no wonder there's such a large on/off trend to
begin with! From our experience, we would
definitely discourage anyone from moving hack
on campus...at least not to DTAV.
Greg Savona
Debra McKechnie
Amy Henderson

•The Maine Campus
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Cam slacks a sense ofcommunity
To the Editor:

cannot relay the opinions of the entire campus. A factoid solution to this problem is
I think Calvin may have had a point last simple.
week when he said to Mrs. Wormwood,
A weekly opinion poll! It wouldn't he a
"My generation.doesn't absorb information lot of work either. If we just set up opinion
this way. Could you reduce everything to poll boxes in places like the Bear's Den,the
factoidsr Sot decided I'd ask you.editor of Coffee Shop and the Dainr. Yankee.we could
The Maine Campus. "Well, could you?" I get a lot of input. I would much rather fill out
don't mean everything. The Maine Campus a poll than try to guess Whitesnake's origihas many great articles and editorials, which nal name in the Bear's Den, rock 'n roll
are greiii if I get a break in my schedule trivia. You could ask serious, controversial
where I can actually read them. Sometimes I questions as well as less serious, humorous
just want statistics and pictures.
ones. Besides small protest.,, posters and a
Our paper lacks a sense of community. few editorials, the opinions of the students
The only opinions we ever see are the few are seldom heard.
(mm articles submitted like this one, which
I suppose what I'm looking for is that

sense of' community that The Maim' Canpus has either lost or maybe never had. A
couple of years ago when I picked up The
Maine Campus. I would immediately look
at the back page where they had about six
pictures of students and their input on some
random subject. That was great! What happened to that? Once this year!even saw the
Intramural Sports scores, that was a great
idea too but I never saw those again.
I'm sure you have a limited staff and
budget, but I'd appreciate it if you would
consider the suggestions I have made.

To the Editor:
We were in the alumni and friends
audience on March 12, 1993 at the Baptist Church on Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Mass. to hear the Maine Singus
give their tour performance. It was superb music.
Sixty students entertained w ith a variety that kept a lively pace and enthralled
all of us.
Music is alive at Maine. We were
impressed and proud of your ability to
entertain and demonstrate such a keen
knowledge of your chosen field.
Alumni have been in the Boston Garden and at the C.entrurn in Worchester,
NUM. cheering on the Maine Hockey
Team. They were also into the national
finals in Wisconsin.
We are all proud of both student
groups. Keep your academic and performance records at this top level. You are
first class and make us cheer for Mainers of the '90s.

Daniel Gardiner
Junior

Donald and Margaret Mollison
McIntosh
Class President
UMaine Class of 1950

•Computer
.dusters

Before playing the game
be aware of all the rules
To the Editor:
!n a response to Scott Brzzcvsky's letter
,-oncerning unauthorized use of the computer system by a Union Cluster consultant: Our policy forbids consultants from
using the computers for unauthorized activities such as game playing. We also have
strict rules concerning exorbitant printing
which we view as an abuse of university
resources. Consultants failing to adhere to
these standards are subject sanctions which
can include dismissal.
We are in the process of investigating
this incident. We have,however,established
that these activities were not performed by
the CTT consultant en duty during the time

period in question. It's unfortunate that this
incident reflects unfavorably on the actions
of the majority of thc consultants who routinely provide superior support to the members of this academic community.
Anyone having questions, concerns or
suggestions regarding the C1T Public Clusters should feel free to call either Tom
Braun,student supervisor of the CIT Public
Clusters, at 581-2570 or Sandy Skibinski,
manager of the public clusters, at 581-2561.
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Sandra Skibinski
Computing and Instructional
Technologies
17 Shibles Hall
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Letters to the Editor:
should be no longer than 250 words and may be sent to:
The Maine Campus Suite 7A 5743 Lord Hall
Orono, ME 04469-5743
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all submissions
for taste, length and libel.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
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For Friday, April 9
IF TODAY WAS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Fueled by a volatile mixture of ambition and
competitiveness, you thrive on hard work and
!ate hours. Winning is what matters to you,and
you're willing to do what it takes to cross the
finish line first. You have a knack for turning
bad situations around to your advantage, using
past hurts,disappointments,and failures to spur
you on to greater accomplishments. You utilize
the full range of your personal experiences:
nothing is wasted.
ARIES(March 21- April 19): An unlikely source may be privy to inside information,so
don't be too quick to dismiss what you think
are the ravings of a borderline nut-case: Your
savvy and their knowledge combines to make
an ingenious plan.
TAURUS(April 20 - May 20): An unusual conversation uncovers odd yet effective ways
to attain your educational goals. A cooperative
effort with a friend could provide the boost you
need and lead you in a promising new direction.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Brilliant
financial idez . speed the develop'tent ofgrowing business deals during this influence. A partner's resources may provide the capital you
need to get a project off the ground.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Dere is a
certain irony to the way things work during this
aspect. The ideas that you come up with work
best in cooperation with others, but people are
unreliable under this influence.
LEO(July 23- Aug,22): A creative flash
provides you with a fresh approach to an old
problem. This idea could save you a significant
sum in taxes or other expenses. and give you
the foundation upon which future profits can be
built.
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept 22): Your unusual practicality deserts you under this precarious
influence, and if you're not careful you could
get involved in a dubious scheme that is certain
to backfire! Postpone all decisions about money.
LIBRA (Sept 23 - (ict. 22): Take your
tinie with decisions concerning your love life,
home, or career. Better still postpone them
altogether. Your normally sound judgement
will be unduly swayed by emotional considerations.
SCORPIO(Oct.23- Nov.21): Keep your
guard up at work as someone may try to take
credit for one of your clever ideas. Stay alert to
the hidden motives of others while guarding
confidential information.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): The
opportunity to turn around a troubling financial
situation arises. This is where your proble
msoking skills come into play: invest the extra
effort to ensure the problem is finally laid
to
rest
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan.19): Faulty
communication can give others the wrong
idea
about you, so be sure to talk things out
and
clarify your position rather than letting
people
judge you by misleading appearances.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20- Feb. 18): A cloud
of confusion envelops you, making it
impossible to maintain your usual concentration.
Avoid
tricky negotiations and key decisions, and
be
careful about what you say or put in writing
.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Don't be
duped irtio a commitment or course of
action
that makes you uncomfortable. In your
current
state, you can be misled by a friend's advice
or
your own idealism if you're not careful
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

For Saturday, April 10
IF TODAY WAS YOUR BIRTHDAY: You take a practical, long term approach to marriage. Companionship and
intellectual rapport matter more to you than
sexual attraction in your choice of romantic partners. What you look for most is a
good sense of humor: while passion eventually fades, you can share a good laugh
well into old age!
ARIFS(March 21 - April 19): Family
disagreements are likely during this volatile
influence. Fs •:ng some distance between you
and your loved ones temporarily may be the
—best way to salvage the relationship.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Heav(
physical activity is to be avoided if possible.
as pushing yourself too hard is likely to cause
an injury of some sort. Sit back, relax, and
enjoy the fruits of your labors.'
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20): A sudden
reversal of fortune puts your carefully laid
plans on hold for a while, but this doesn't
negate the value of the foundation upon which
the project is based. You'll soon have other
chances, so be prepared!
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): A spell
of disillusionment may overcome married
moon children, as you discover that things
are not as they appear to be. A friend or lover
from the past may reenter your life, but is the
timing right?
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Be extremely
careful around machinery and sharp objects
during this convoluted influence or you could
make an unscheduled trip to the hospital.
Attempts to pet a strange animal could be
disastrous as well!
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept. 22): Your confidence comes bouncing back with a flourish
of creativity! You can use negative feelings
as motivational tools during this aspect, spur.ring you on to bigger and better things!
LIBRA (Sept.23 - Oct.22): Your ability
to see both sides of a conflict makes you the
ideal candidate to mediate a dispute between
fnends or associates. Remain objective regardless of the temptation to take sides.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov.. 21): You
radiate an aura of total optimism and the only
thing that can derail your plans is overconfidence. Budget you time and attend to the
seemingly miror details that could otherwise
ruin everything
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Nothing is black and white under this influence, and trying to have things your own
way creates lingering resentment among those
involved. Compromoise is the wisest course
of action in the long run.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan.19): Attempting to resolve a social or romantic pmblem without the benefit of some experienced
advice could create more problems than it
solves. Turn to a trusted friend or associate
for guidance.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Although you may feel an urgent need to make
changes in you health regimen or diet, move
slowly and deliberately when doing so or the
benefits you realize won't last over the long
haul.

PISCES(Feb.19- March 20): The onl)
way you can get answers to disturbing questions regarding love and family is by seeking
the truth wherever it leads you. The most
profourd advice you receive inc.:ay comes
from within.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
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I House or hog
preceder
Celebration
f Cato's 1.904
44 Height Onmh
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15 Seaweed
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22 Faulkner novel
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4/9 Israeli seaport

45 Singer Paul

1

II

47 Liquid
refreshers

as French article

To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop 1) the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

3

511 Used up
24
81 Flat Middle East
.
I
I
I
I
77
bread
112 Sly fetiow
1
53 Wooden pins
194 Stag
37
115 Knave of
41
Hearts booty
47
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48
44
(conforming)

35 Miserable
cycles
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ss Looks over the
arithmetic
so Capture. in
Caen

42 Certain West
Coast
evergreens

20 Baker's aide
30 Actress Hatcher
31 Sale condition

48 Draw a bead on
44 Irish dramatist

32 Make known
33 An Iroquoian
ars Inferior race
horses
311 Group of books
in some Bibles

3.Calls to account

44 Above

SO Greek epic poem
51
Dame de
Paris

52 Punkies
53 Polytype
54 Ballot box. in
Burgos
99 Fortner Atricar,
big game gun
SO Whistle sound
410 Psychic initials

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656 (75C each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1--on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compaiability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message' Astrologers are available seven days a
,k, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute. which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 1R or oiler Call
today — 1-900-726-?036.
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Clown

from page 11

child. I soon found out that they couldn't hurt
you when they were laughing at you,"he said.
In 1989,Johnson said he saw a bulletin in
the theatre department for Clown College
auditions. Unable to attend that year,Johnson
headed down to Hartford, the next year to fill
out the six page application and personally
audition.
He was chosen from the thousands of
applicants to make up the class of 39 who
attended the eight week college based in
Venice, Florida.
it was the happiest and closest experience I've had," he said.
Clown College is unlike any other college
according to Johnson. Classes range from
improvisation to car tricks, explosives, water
spitting,juggling,dynamite,magic,pyrotech,
stilts and even balancing on huge beach balls.
Johnson said he was successful in most of
them.
Johnson did have one nemesis in his education under the big tent - the beach ball.
"I wasjust never able to get it. Being tall,
I have always spent my life attempting to be
smaller. This exercise requires a straight back
and lots of presence. I figured I couldn't
master everything."
The character"Max"was born during that
eight week time period down in Florida.
Each clown has his or her own character
and image. Max was my graduation character
and is based on my own characteristics and
interests," he said.
Johnson has performed as Max many times
after graduation, at private functions and in
charity events such as the Special Olympics in
Bar Harbor.

Debate

from page 1

Currently, Johnson has regular employ- praised MPAC for being -very professional" Bell takes money from education and from
ment at the Ground Round as their trademark in their protests, but said Dining Services is purchasing nutritious food.
Allen took issue with the argument stuclown Bingo, and works in the restaurant as "charged with providing variety,notjust nutriwell as at special events.
tion."He said Taco Bell provided an"enhance- dents should have the freedom of choice to
frequent Taco Bell, saying now that it is here,
On April 3, Bingo was the featured enter- ment" of offerings on campus.
tainer for the final regional competition ofthe
MPAC then made its case. Doug Allen. a students don't have the freedom to choose to
Odyssey of the Mind here on campus.
UMaine philosophy professor,said the univer- use the Coe Lounge for educational purposes.
Performing before a full audience, John- sity should not "violate" the economic sanc • He added people who are opposed to apartheid
son wowed and entertained children and adults bons against South Africa by having Taco Bell don't have the choice to avoid seeing,in Taco
Bell,a physical reminder of UMaine's support
of all ages with his juggling, miming and on campus.
joyful act.
Allen said having Taco Bell here is a "mis- of a racist system.
Diamond said he wondered if MPAC "is
"Each and every show is different. You placement of priorities" in education and a
think of the audience, figure out what they "retreat" from UMaine's anti-apartheid poli- properly interpreting the issue of investment."
know, and talk up to them," Johnson said.
He doesn't feel having Taco Bell on campus
cies.
Although clowning is a passion and love
I le said apartheid is a one-of-a-kind legal constitutes investment. He said he supported
of Johnson's, he sees it as a stepping stone to system of"Nazi-like racism," which started in the boycott, in the sense it was an educational
his career in television and film.
the 1800s as primarily an economic system experiencefor people participating and UMaine
"To be employed in this industry, you designed to control the black labor force and exists to educate people.
must be recognized. Clowning is a great way expanded to become the more comprehensive
Lewis said UMaine purchased equipment
to have fun and do that."
and food from Taco Bell,'Then we turn around
policy with which people are now familiar
Even though life as a clown is not what
Allen said despite its claims to the contrarY, and sell it." The workers, he said, are UMaine
Johnson wants to do forever, he does still see "Pepsi-Co. is in South Africa" through fran- students; the restaurant employs eight or nine
it in his life.
chising,selling merchandise,etc. He said Pep- people, he said. He added nothing will be
"I'm already working on'Max the Movie' si-Co. products were sold in South Africa at eliminated from current food offerings; Taco
up here (pointing to his head). I see him least until 1990; whether or not they still are Bell merely adds an option.
traveling across the U.S. meeting different sold there is debated. He added Pepsi-Co.'s
The only sign of anger at the meeting
people and seeing what truly makes them policies are "breaking the sanctions against S. came in the question-and-answer period,
happy."
Africa," and said S. Africa has been able to when a student asked what students who are
Johnson believes everyone must follow maintain its system despite the sanctions be- employed at Taco Bell would do for work if
:heir hearts to make the right choices.
cause of the foreign companies who have not Taco Bell was "chased off campus" by
"It's OK to make a mistake because it cooperated.
MPAC.
mightjust be then thatthings take offfor you."
Allen conceded it is not illegal to purchase
Dolan said students should have no trouble
Johnson's final hope is that he can get Taco Bell,but said it is"socially irresponsible" finding work around the campus. Allen added
people to realize comedy is important.
and "hypocritical." He said in addition to in- the risk of displacing few students wasn't
"If you don't laugh, the world is a pretty vesting in apartheid, spending money on Taco enough reason to keep the restaurant here.
miserable place. I hope I can make others find
that they have a little clown in themselves,"he •Freeze in nursing-home spending proposed
said.

Elderly advocates push
I $10.99 for home-care spending
P. 12 rcs. of Chicken
10. Large Mashed Potatoes
With Gravy
Ow Urge Cole Slaw

et

PORTLAND,Maine(AP)— Advocates
for the elderly said Thursday that the state
should trim out-of-control Medicaid costs
by freezing nursing-home spending and increasing spending on home-based care.
"Nursing homes should be the final option," said Bob Goldman, chairman of the
Senior Legislative Advocacy Coalition, or
SLAC.
"The emphasis should be on home-based

care. Home-based care reduces the number
of people in nursing homes,- he said at a
news conference.
According to the group, the governor's
new budget proposal would cut state nursing-home spending in half and chop hon.ebased care expenditures by 25 percent.
Gov. John McKeman has said tax increases might be necessary to avoid such
service cutbacks.

Stillwater Village Apartments
Now renting for September 1, 1993
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments. Heat & hot water included
Stove, refrigerator, dish washer, garbage disposal, laundry facilities on property.
Some pets allowed on first floor apartments.
I bedroom units S370/month
2 bedroom units $525/m onth
3 bedroom units S660/month

866-2658

First month rent paid now will guarantee apartment for September 1.

Hubbard Farms
Luxurious Two 13edroorn
Townhouses

1 Colonel Sandwich
1 Small Fry
1 Medium Drink

6 pc. Hot Wings
1 Small Fry
1 Medium Drink

6 Nuggets
1 Small Mashed Potato
1 Biscuit
1 Small Cole Slaw

Spicy Snack Combo
1 Small Spicy Bite
1 Small Fry
1 Medium Drink

$3.49 $3.59 $3.60 $3.69
KFCr

KFr."1.- L

'kicicr

•Ook Spiral Stairs
•Skylights
02 Bathrooms
*Washer/Dryer in Each Unit
*Fireplace
*Quiet Peaceful Setting
*Maximum

Students per Unit

Now Taking Applications
for May and September
Occupancy
8645-2265
88'1-74491
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Scientists discover

•First Lady's father

bubble boy gene

urrLE ROCK, Ark.(AP) — Hugh
Rodham, father of first lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton, died just days after his
only daughter left his bedside. He was 82
years old.
The retired Chicago-area businessman
had suffered a stroke on March 19, and
Mrs. Clinton had spent the first 16 days of
his hospitalimtion in Little Rock, returning to Washington on Sunday. He died
Wednesday night at St. Vincent Infirmary
Medical Center.
President Clinton and the first lady
were to fly to Little Rock this morning.
Funeral arrangements were incomplete.
Mrs. Clinton had missed several meetings of her health care task force to be with
her father, and the White House said early
this month the task force's report would be
delayed beyond its May 3 deadline.
"The Rodham family wishes to extend
its heartfelt appreciation to the many
prayers offered, the many expressions of
concern in Arkansas and throughout the
world," White House spokeswoman Dee
Dee Myers said.
Mrs. Clinton, 45, was the eldest of
three children of Rodham and his wife,
Dorothy.
Rodham owned a small textile business in Chicago. making draperies for hotels and other clients. He retired in 1970,
and he and his wife moved to Little Rock
in 1987 to be close to their daughter and
her family.
Friends and family remembered him as
a gruff but loving and proud father.

BOSTON(AP)— Genetic matenal from in just
one gene
a boy who died after spending his entire life in
This was the case in X-linked SCID, a
a protective bubble has helped scientists find form of the immune
deficiency that is passed
the gene that caused his rare disease, which from mothers
to sons. Researchers from the
robs the body of all defenses.
National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute in
Researchers estimate that this gene ac- Bethesda,
Md..reported their discovery
. in the
counts for about half of all cases of severe latest issue
of the journal Cell, published in
combined immune deficiency disease, or Cambndge
, Mass.
SCID, which occurs in about one in every
the scientists based their work on genetic
100.000 births.
material taken from three SCID patients. One
The discovery is the latest in a rapid of them was
Dasid, the best-known victim of
series of breakthroughs into the genetic the disease.
underpinnings of illnesses. Scientists in reThe youngster, whose last name was nevcent weeks have reported pinpointing the er revealed,lived
in plastic bubbles to protect
genes that cause such diverse aliments as him from germs.
Like other victims, his body
Huntington's disease and attention deficit lacked key
disease-fighting blood cells called
disorder.
T cells, and he was defenseless against comExperts believe many common disorders, mon microbes.
such as heart disease and cancer, result from
The only cure for SCID is a bone marrow
a complex interplay between several inherit- transplant, which can
furnish the body with
ed genes and outside influences, such as diet normal blood. David died
in Houston in 1984
and other exposures.
at age 12 of blood cancer resulting from a
However, other, usually much rarer, dis- virus he caught when
he received marrow
orders apparently stem from a single miscue from his sister.

•Tourist killing

Two Miami men arrested in
murder of German woman
MIAMI(AP)— Two men were charged
today with killing a German tourist who was
robbed, beaten and run over after she got lost
in a blighted neighborhood while driving a
rental car away from the airport.
The slaying of Barbara Jensen Meller
prompted Germany and Great Britain to issue
traveler's advisories. Seven foreign tourists,
including three Germans, have been killed in
Florida this tourist se.ason.
Anthony Williams, 18,and Leroy Rogers,
23, who were already in custody on unrelated
robbery charges, were charged this morning

with first-degree murder and strong-arm robbery in Meller's killing. Lt. John Brooks said.
Both men have prior criminal records,
police said. Williams was on probation for
armed robbery.
Meller, 39,of Berlin, was killed after he
rental car was bumped by another vehicle.
When she got out to inspect the damage,she
was beaten, robbed and run over by a car
while her mother and two children,ages6and
2, watched.
A first-degree murder conviction carries a
possible death sentence.

Hugh Rodham dies at 82
In a profile of his daughter, The Washington Post said that when she would bring
home lots of A's on report cards, the
familyjoke u as that he would grunt, You
must go to a pretty easy school."
The Rodhams were active in their
church and Republican politics. Their
daughter took up more liberal politics after going away to school at Wellesley
College in Massachusetts.
Rodham was raised in Scranton. Pa.,
the son of an immigrant from Northumberland, England. who worked at the
Scranton Lace Co. Rodham also worked
at the lace company during the Depression after earning a degree in physical
education from Pennsylvania State University. which he attended on a football
scholarship.
He met his wife in 1937 when she
applied to work at another lace campany
where he was employed,and they married
in 1942.
During World War II, he served in the
Navy, helping train recruits.
Though the Rodhams rarely appeared
at public events. Rodham recently made a
cameo appearance on the sitcom "Hearts
Afire." The series is produced by friends
of the Clintons,Harry Thomason and Linda Bloodworth-Thomason.
Besides his wife and daughter.
Rodham's survivors include his sons.
Tony, a 38-year-old private investigator.
and Hugh Jr., a 42-year-old assistant public defender in Dade County, Fla. Both
live in the Miami area.

Microfridges for Sale!
Yes, it's the amazing 3 in 1 multipliance that's economical, convenient, safe, and easy to use. It's a refrigerator,
freezer and microwave oven all in one.

Don't order out! ...Don't go hungry! ...Save your money!

••11111•11117

SOUTHSIDE
MARKET

property

658

ltember 1.

STODDER COMMONS

Its Microfridge to the rescue!
Available at the end of Spring Semester 1993. For further information, call Virginia Caron at 1-4706
1816or stop in at 103 Hilltop Commons.
Payment can be made by cash,
check, or a charge to your
student account.

OPEN MON-FRI 9AM-8PM • SAT 11AM-8PM
ENHANCING YOUR CAMPUS LIVING EXPERIENCE, OFFERING
CONVENIENT,ONE STOP SHOPPING FOR THE ENTIRE UNIVERSITY
COMMUNITY, WE WELCOME ANY SUGGESTIONS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS
PAY WITH CASH OR RECEIVE A 5% DISCOUNT FOR USING YOUR MAINECARD

All this month, Oriental Cuisine
Prices cut on all Lachoy products!
April 12
Mon
Beef &
Rice

April 16
April 15
Apnl 14
April 13
Thurs.
Fri.
Wed.
Tues.
Pea Soup
Cream of Cheddar
Tangy
w/Ham
Cheese
Potato
Tomato
Join us for Lunch! $1 howl 50C cup
Homemade Soup just the way you like it!
Sandwiches & Salads are available daily.

Happy Easter!
The Diviston of Student Affa,rs, University of Maine

Only

198
411••••••111116.
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•Problems solved

Let's make a deal

Shuttle Discovery
finally launched

1.

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) — bly natural causes.
Lighting up the night like a huge blowtorch,
The night's timing is crucial. Scientists
space shuttle Discovery rocketed into orbit want to measure ozone at
the northern latThursday with five astronauts who quickly itudes during the winter-t
o-spring transigot started on a mission to measure Earth's tion, when ozone losses
seem to pccur.
shrinking ozone layer.
They also want to catch surriscs in the
The astronauts turned on scientific in- Northern Hemisphere, which
requires a
struments within hours of the launch, and middle-of-the-night launch.
the devices began taking atmospheric readScience satellites, ground stations and
ings this morning. But ground controllers the first atmospheric research
mission by
quickly encountered trouble getting data shuttle, flown by Atlantis
last spring, have
from two of the ozone instruments, and detected large ozone losses
over much of
were working to resolve the problem.
Canada and Europe and the northernmost
NASA spokesman Jerry Berg said sci- United States.
entists were hopeful the lost data from at
Three instruments on board will mealeast one ot the instruments would be pre- sure the ozone. Four others
will measure
served on a back-up recorder aboard the solar energy, which affects
Earth's climate
shuttle for analysis after the flight.
as well as the ozone layer.
The shuttle rose on time from its seaside
Discovery also holds a spacecraft to
pad at Cape Canaveral, Fla., at 1:29 a.m. study solar wind and the sun's
corona. AsEDT. trailing orange flames as it sped up tronaut Ellen Ochoa, who
became the first
the East Coast on its way to a 184-mile-high Hispanic woman in space,
will use the shutorbit.
tle robot arm to release the spacecraft on
The sky was clear over most of the Sunday and retrieve it two days
later.
coast, allowing people as far north as New
On Tuesday. computers automatically
York to catch a glimpse of the shuttle. halted Discovery's countdo
wn seconds beNASA has sent up shuttles in darkness fore liftoff because of an indicati
on that a
eight times.
fuel valve had not closed. Engineers deterIt was the space agency's second at- mined the valve did indeed shut and
traced
tempt to launch Discovery; the first was the problem to a had compute
r circuit. The
aborted 11 seconds before liftoff Tuesday. problem was solved through
computer pro"If at first you don't succeed, wait for a gramming.
couple ofdays and try it again." said BrewAnd on March 22. shuttle Columbia's
ster Shaw.NASA's deputy shuttle director. engines shut down three
seconds before
Discovery's eight-day mission is the liftoff because of an engine valve
clogged
second in a series of shuttle missions devot- with debris. NASA is aiming
for liftoff late
ed to atmospheric research.
this month.
Crew members planned within a few
Discovery's voyage is NASA's 54th
hours to begin collecting data on the ozone shuttle mission. It also is the
16th trip for
layer, a shield against harmful ultraviolet Discovery. NASA's most
traveled shuttle.
rays. Scientists believe the ozone layer is
The shuttle is scheduled to land April 16
Tim Dunton checks out a backpack at the Maine Bound used
equipment sale
shriveling because of pollution and possi- at Cape Canaveral.
in the Memorial Union.(Lachowski photo.)

Our thanks to the Associated Press

Congratulations
UMaine
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A Mexican Restaurant & Watering Hole

Open at 4pm 7 days a week!
15 Mill Street
Orono, ME 866-4863
"Fabulous Food From South of the Boarder,
Frozen Drinks from out of this World!"

•Candle ban

Worshipers to
light up despite
protest
CINCINNATI(AP)— Roman Catholic
worshipers will be able to light hand-held
candles during an Easter service Saturday
nightdespite a suburban fire marshal's protest
that it is a fire hazard.
Anderson Township's fire marshal had
planned to enforce a regulation that would
prohibit parishioners at Immaculate Heart of
Mary Church from lighting the candles.
Archts.;aw.T Daniel Pilarczyk sued, saying the ban on the candles violates parishioners'freedom ofreligion. His lawyer requested a preliminary injuction to temporarily prevent Fire Marshal Dave Dreyer from enforcing the ban.
Lawyers met privately today with Common
Pleas Court Judge J. Howard Sundemiann Jr.,
then announced they had reached an agreement
to delay the case until after the holiday.
"The continuance gives both parties the
opportunity to fully explore the issues," said
Mark VanderLaan, the archbishop's lawyer.
Dreyer attended the hearing but declined
comment on the delay. Asked if he thought
the lit candles were still a fire risk, he said:
"Yes. I do."
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Native Americans

from page 1

Utah and associate director ofthe American
West Center will come to speak on Thursday and Friday next week.
On Thursday she will address dilemmas
of American Indian ethnicity at4 p.m. at the
Hauck Auditorium. At 7 p.m. she will discuss "Illusion and Illuminations: Images of
American Indian Women" at 137 Bennett
Hall.
Friday, April 16 at 1:30 p.m. in Hauck
Auditorium Albers' lecture will be "Theories of American Indian Poverty and the
Politics of Representation"
On Apri121 at6 p.m.their will be a panel
discussion entitled "New Agers, the Latest
Outrage: We Are Not Your Gurus for the

•State legislature

•Waco

'90s" in the Bangor Loung
e.
At 101 Neville Hall the Native
Amenzan
film series will feature"Pride
and the Power
to Win","Aboriginal
Rights,I Can Get It for
You Wholesale" and "In the
White Man's
Image" at 7 p.m. on Thursday,
April 22.
Ada Deer,Native American social
WACO,Texas(AP)— A Branch David- would not comme
activnt
ist and former candidate for the
ian
cult
member tried to go out a window of
Ricks said the so-called tip was a stateU.S. Congress will speak on Monday, April
26 at the the sect's compound but retreated when fed- ment by negotiators during a phone conversaHauck Auditorium on"Activism and
eral agents set off nearby noise makers, the tion with cult
members. He said the comment
Advocacy in a Multicultural World".
FBI said Thursday.
was "to the effect that one of the first things
To finish the month off with
The action Wednesday night was the first we would do would
flare the
be to collect shell casings
Native American skylore show
report
of someone trying to exit the com- on the outside."
"Native
pound without FBI permission.
American stories and poetry about the
"So to make the quantum leap from the
sky"
will be held at 7 p.m. at the UMairie
It set off a flurry of phone calls between collection of shell
Planecasings on the outside
tarium.
cult leaders and the FBI, which is trying to would indicat
e that they should clean up their
negotiate an end to a 40-day standoff with the crime scene i a
pretty big jump," he said.
doomsday group.
The standoff marks its 40th day today.
Neither cult leader David Koresh nor his The gun battle broke
out during a weapons
aide SteveSchneideracknowledged that some- raid by the federa
l Bureau of Alcohol,Tobacone had tried to leave, FBI agent Bob Ricks co and Firear
ms.The shootout left four agents
said.
and at least two cultists dead.
Authorities were not sure of the person's
Ricks also said efforts to clear trees and
intent but wanted to take no chances.
vehiclesfrom around the compound are being
A top official of the Bureau of Alcohol, balanced with the
needs of investigators to
Tobac
co and Firearms declined comment on figure out what happen
to be possible in the 151 -seat House plan.
ed during the gun
On the congressional side, Maine's 2nd Dis- a newspaper report that the ATF undercover battle. Photographs were taken before anyagent who saw Koresh receive a tipoff to the thing was
trict would gain Kennebec and Waldo counmoved, he said.
agency
's raid warned superiors to call it off.
Cult leader David Koresh and his followty towns to roughly reflect population shifts
"It would be grossly unfair to those in- ers have indica
reported in the 1990 federal census.
ted the end of the standoff
volved in that decision and in the raid ... to could coinci
de with the end of the eight-day
Commission members and lawmakers
characterize what was said by whom, to observance
of Passover, which commemohad been working under the assumption that
whom," said David Troy, ATF intelligence rates the Jews'
flight from slavery.
positive legislative action was needed by
chief.
Steve Schneider,Koresh'stop deputy,has
April 11 ifthe matter were not to be referred
The Houston Chronicle quoted an uniden- told authorities
that the Branch Davidians
to the state supreme court.
tified source as saying the undercover agent began celebr
ating Passover on Tuesday
This week, however, Attorney General
"supposedly told the folks,'They know you're evening.
Michael E. Carpenter advised legislators
coming, and you better hold up,' and apparSince the standoff began,36 people have
that in his view conflicting portions of the
ently they did not heed his warning."
left the compound. Koresh has said 96 people
Maine Constitution should be interpreted to
A spokeswoman for Maurice Cook, who remain inside the
compound, 17 of them
allow the extended time for deliberations.
heads the Rangers' probe, said his office children
Following on-and-offconsultations,legislative leaders agreed to postpone debate
on the commission plan until next week.
"They're going to table it and we're
going to start working on it Monday," Senate Minority Leader Pamela L. Cahill, RWoolwich, said today.
Both Gwadosky and Assistant Senate
Minority Leader David L. Carpenter, RSpringvale, said legislative leaders did not
intend to let the issue drag on.
"Finish it up next week. Guaranteed,"
Carpenter said.
Said Gwadosky: "We don't view it as
going for 30 days."

Cult member tries to
escape through window

Redistricting proposal
deadline extended

ipmeit sale

to
spite

AUGUSTA,Maine(AP)— Legislative
leaders have decided that lawmakers don't
have to take up an Apportionment Commission redistricting proposal this week after
all, amid suggestions that new efforts at
compromise might be under way.
Plans for debating the divided commission's proposal were scrapped in the wake
of an advisory opinion from the state attorney general that said lawmakers had a full
month to deliberate,rather than just 10 days
from the April 1 commission filing.
Whether more time will improve prospects for passage of a package redrawing
state House, Senate and congressional district boundaries remains to be seen.
"For whatever reason, this process always takes(up to)the end of whatever time
has been allotted before they can move,"
said House Majority Leader Dan A. Gwadosky, D-Fairfield.
The 15-member commission endorsed a
plan by a bare 8-7 vote when the panel's
neutral chairman, retired Justice Jack 0.
Smith, sided with the seven Democrats last
week to break the deadlock.
The proposal would retain a 35-member
Senate in districts that would not pit any
incumbent against another. About half a
dozen incumbent match-ups were believed
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Stunning performance at an affordable price, Too good to
be true? Not when you believe that quality is number we.
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•Clinton promise refused

Cuomo doesn't want Supreme Court lommatton

ALBANY,N.Y.(AP)— He twice counted himselfout of the race for president. Now
he's removed himself from consideration
for the nation's highest court. Just what does
Mario Cuomo want?
Apparently a fourth term as governor of
New York, to match Nelson Rockefeller's
record.
"This is a simple thing. It's a commitment I feel toward the state," Cuomo said
Wednesday after informing President
Clinton by letter that he didn't want to be
considered for the Supreme Court seat that
will open up when Justice Byron White
retires this summer.
In the letter, Cuomo said he wanted to
remain governor to help New York's economic recovery and to give political support
to Clinton's "good work."
Cuomo,60,kept people guessing through
much of the early stages of the 1988 and the
1992 presidential campaigns,pondering the
pros and cons so publicly that he gained the

nickname "Hamlet on the Hudson." He
eventually begged off both races.
There was no dithering this time.Cuomo
said he told Clinton he wasn't interested
April 1, when the president called him to
discuss the vacancy.
Cuomo has been been saying for months
that he's preparing to run for a fourth fouryear term next year. He's been governor the
past 10 years.
Only Rockefeller,a Republican,has been
elected to four terms as governor of New
York. He served from 1959 until late 1973,
when he resigned to head a national commission. He was later appointed vice president.
"He sees the opportunity to set a
record," said Alan Chartock, a political
commentator and State University of New
York politica! science professor who is
close to Cuomo.
"Obviously,he loves being governor,"
said William Cunningham, a veteran New

York Democratic political consultant who
Justices Harry Blackmun and John Paul
has worked on a number of Cuomo cam- Stevens could also retire soon. Cuom
o repaigns. "Maybe he's just not ready to go fused to rule out the possibility he would
into the cloistered life of the Supreme consider a future opening.
Court."
"I haven't thought beyond this letter or
He's as much as said so himself, liken- this conversation," he told The New York
ing the Supreme Court job in a recent Times.
interview to both "heaven" and being "enAides have said Clinton's decision is at
tombed."
least a month away.
He also likes the limelight that comes
with being governor, and the ability to have
an immediate impact: "The feeling when •Maine Supreme Court
you get up in the morning that there are an
infinite number ofthings you can do to make
life better for someone."
Cuomo has been considered a contender
for the Supreme Court since Clinton singled
him out last year as a "superb" potential
candidate. He had emerged as the liberal
wing's sentimental choice since White's
announcement in March,though the Clinton
PORTLAND.Maine(AP)—'the state's
inner circle never tipped its hand about
highest court on Thursday upheld the murCuomo's chances.
der conviction of a man who killed his two
young sons in York County in 1989.
Roy!. Abbott appealed his 1991 murder
conviction,saying that the jury did not have
sufficient evilence to convict him or find
him criminally responsible for the deaths of
his sons.
The Maine Supreme Judicial Court disagreed.
"The state produced sufficient evidence
for the jury rationally to find that (Abbott)
knowingly or intentionally caused the chil(answer true or false)
dren's deaths," the court said in a unanior
mous decision written by Chief Justice
Daniel Wathen.
Abbott was convicted in the deaths of his
sons, Roy Irwin, 6, and Rooney, 4. Both
boys were shot with a shotgun at close range
on a remote road in Shapleigh.
Abbott had abducted the boys from his
ex-wife in Denton, Texas, two months earlier. According to testimony in the trial,
Abbott shot the boys rather than return them
to his ex-wife.
Abbott pleaded innocent and not criminally responsible by reason of insanity. The
jury rejected the insanity defense, and Abbott was sentenced to life in prison.
After his conviction, Abbott said that his
sons told him they would rather be shot than
return to their mother. He Abbott also said
he feared that his ex-wife would take his
sons to her native Mexico.
"I would rather be in jail and have my
kids in Texas, living. But I would rather
have them in heaven than being in Mexico
and treated like dirt," he said in an interview
from jail with the Portland Press Herald.
In his appeal, Abbott also argued that the
judge in his trial had not given the jury
adequate instructions about considering
mental abnormality.The supreme court said
the jury instructions were adequate.
[correct answers)
The court said Thursday that ajury should
be instructed about abnormal mental conditions if it is relevant to testimony in the trial
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portsNews

• Walsh reflects on championship season
• Lee Smith ties MLB saves record
• Pittsburgh Penguins win again

The Campus •UMaine hockey
Sports Ticker Walsh looks \back on championship season
Chattanooga Classic
cancelled
The Chattanooga Classic,a PGA Tour
event for a decade, has been canceled this
year. Director Buddy Henry said the tournament's board ot directors told tour officials last week that it could not hold the
event in 1993, but was looking for sponsors for 1994.It was tentatively scheduled
for July ;5-18,opposite the British Open.

Bowe's manager fined,
ordered to undergo
counseling
LAS VEGAS(AP) — Heavyweight
champion Riddick Bowe's manager was
fined $1,000and ordered to undergo counseling on chargesstemming from the beating of a news photographer. Rock Newman agreed to the sentence under a plea
bargain in which he and camp member
Bernard Brooks Jr. pleaded no contest to
misdemeanor battery charges in Clark
County Justice Court.
The plea bargain follows a $35,000
fine the Nevada State Athletic Commission imposed on Newman last weekfor the
beating of Associated Press photographer
Douglas C.Pizac.The assault occurred in
the ring Nov.13following Bowe's victory
overfonnerchampion Evander Holyfield.

By Chad Finn

really haven't had a chance to relax. If
anything, things have gotten more hectic."
However,when Walsh was asked ifthere
At the postgame press conference followwas a point in the season when he realized
ing histeam's5-4 NCAA Chiunpionship
game his team ought he special, he didn't hesitate
victory over Lake Superior State last
Saturday, in coming up with an answer.
UMaine hockey coach Shawn Walsh said
he
"I think it was when we won all of those
needed a few days before he could
clearly tournaments over break without the Ferassess his team's
raro.," Walsh said, inadvertantly forgetting
"It hasn't really sunk in yet," Walsh said
that liobey Baker Award winner Paul Kariya,
at the time. "I'll need some time to lay back
like the Ferraros, was also away at tilt World
and think about things before it really hits
Junior tournament. "I got the feeling then
me."
that there was a certain depth and chemistry
Well. Coach, it's been a few days. Is the about
this team that we hadn't had in the
verdict in yet?
past."
"To tell you the truth. I haven't had the
Walsh also said that while players like
time," Walsh said yesterday. "Between all Kariya,
Garth Snow and Jim Montgomery
of the congratulatory phone calls and all of grabbed
most of the headlines, there were a
the people wanting a piece of our time, I
number of unsung heros this season that
Sports Editor

„lith11
41,..
11

.01

Friends,family
mourn kutwicki
MILWAUKEE (AP) — More than
1,200 relatives, friends and members of
the auto racing fraternity packed Si Matthias Church for the funeral Mass for
NASCAR star Alan Kulwicki,whodied in
a plane crash in Tennessee last week.
Kulwicki, 38, and three others died
April 1 in the crash nem-Motu-twine,TPTIn..
Kulwicki wason his way tocompete in the
Food City 500 in Bristol,Tenn., when the
plane nose-dived into a hillside.

IU s Cheaney wins
Wooden Award
LOS ANGEI RS(AP)— Indiana forward Calbert Cheaney, the all-time leading scorer in the Big Ten,was selected the
winner of the John R. Wooden Award as
the college player of the year in balloting
by 1,000 writers and broadcasters.
Cheaney,The Associated Press player of
the year, received 4,999 points. Kentucky
forward Jarnal Mashburn was second with
4,306 points.

HARTFORD,Conn.(AP)—Thestate
will begin negotiations to buy the Civic
Centerfrom the city in an effort to keep the
Hartford Whalers in the city. Gov.Lowell
P. Weicker Jr. and Hartford Mayor Carrie
Saxon Perry agreed that keeping the team
is a shared priority.

Junior Pat Tardif is one of several Black Bear hockey players deciding on their
pro future soon.(Kiesow photo.)

•Major I PAT IP

helped the Black Bears reach the pinnacle of
college hockey.
"Eric Fenton is a great example," Walsh
said of his senior center. "He held (LSSU
All-American) Brian Rolston scoreless in
the championship game.Eric scored 21 goals
this season. There is no way we would have
won it without him.
"And (junior defenseman) Jason Weinrich. He stepped in when(sophomore)David Macisaac went down, and he did a great
job. But we had a ton ofthose type of players
this season. It really wasn't any one guy that
stood out.
Walsh said the instance that best epitomizes this seasons Black Bears occurred in
the championship game, when UMaine senior center and assistant captain Dave LaCouture suffered a head injury and still
stayed in the game.
"tie really got his bell rung," Walsh said.
"He went to the hospital later that night,and
it turned out he had a pretty bad concussion.
That just illustrates the heart and total team
effort this team put forth all year."
Black Bear Notes:Two members ofthis
season'sjunior class were content with closing out their careers on the championship
note, and a third may be leaving soon.
Junior defenseman Matt Martin signed a
three-year deal worth a reported $150,000
bonus with the Toronto Maple Leafs Tuesday, and he has already reported to their
AHL farm team in St. John's, Newfoundland.
Meanwhile,goalie Mike Dunham decided in September to forgo his senior year and
turn pro. He is expected to sign with the New
Jersey Devils in the near future.
And Walsh said he will meet with junior
forward Pat Tardif later in the week to
discuss his plans for the future. Tardif, a
property of the St. Louis Blues, is graduating in May and should be tendered a contract
by the NHL franchise soon.

RACPhaq

Pirates sweep Padres; Smith ties save record
Pirates 5, Padres 4
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Pittsburgh
Pirates used Andy Van Slyke's two-run
homer and Jeff King's two-run double to
withstand three San Diego homers and sweep
the Padres 5-4 Thursday.
Van Slyke followed Jay Bell's single in
the first with a two-run drive for the Pirates'
first homer of the season.
Fred McGriff homered off Bob Walk(10)in the second, but Bell doubled and Van
Slyke walked ahead of King's two-run double in the third off Greg Harris.
Harris (0-1) allowed five runs on eight
hits in 41-3 innings.
Bel; doubled again and scored on Orlando Merced's RBI double in the fifth.
Gary Sheffield homered in the fourth
inning and Phil Plantier hit his first NL
homer in the seventh off reliever Denny
Neagle.
Stan Belinda pitched the ninth inning for
his first save.
Expos 14, Reds II
CINCINNATI (AP) — The Montreal

Expos scored 14 times in the first four innings, with Moises Alou and Damn Fletcher driving in three runs each, then held off
the Cincinnati Reds 14-1 I Thursday.
The Expos batted around twice in the
first four innings off Tim Belcher and the
Reds' bullpen in taking a 14-6 lead. It was
Montreal's biggest run production since a
15-9 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals on
Oct. 1, 1990.
Larry Walker also homered for Montreal. Roberto Kelly hit a grand slam for
Cincinnati and Kevin Mitchell also hornered.
Montreal scored four in the second, two
in the third and cight in the fourth off Belcher,
Dwayne Henry (0-1) and Steve Foster.
Brian Barnes(1-0) got the win with 2 23 innings of relief, giving up one run.
White Sox 9, Twins 4
MINNEAPOLIS(AP) — Rin Karkovice and Tim Raines hit two-run homers
Thursday,leading the Chicago White Sox to
a 9-4 victory over the innesota Twins.
Alex Fernandez(1-0) allowed two runs

and five hits in eight innings, walked three
and struck out three. Roberto Hernandez
gave up a pair of ninth-inning runs.
Pat Mahomes (0-1) walked four, hit a
batter and threw two wild pitches in the first
four innings. Because of his wildness, he
gave up five runs despite allowing only four
hits over six innings.
Lance Johnson tripled,singled and drove
in two runs for Chicago. Johnson tripled in
the second and scored on Karkovice's horner.
Kirby Puckett hit a two-run homer in the
sixth, but Raines got the runs back in the
seventh when he homered off reliever Brett
Merriman.
Cardinals 2, Giants I
ST. LOUIS(AP)— Lee Smith tied Jeff
Reardon's career record with his 357th save
as the St. Louis Cardinals beat the San
Francisco Giants 2-1 Thursday.
Smith. a 35-year-old right-hander who
has been in the major leagues since 1980,
See BASEBALL on page 22
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•UMaine baseball

UMaine hockey career stats Black Bear baseball updated stat
s
Scoring
Name

Lee Saunders

8

21

29

rrs

Jason Weinrich

3

24

27

198

301

Andy Silverman

3

16

19

80

158

Wayne Conlan

8

4

12

57

Ill

Brad Purdie

3

7

10

75

100

Garth Snow

0

10

10

1

4

5
4

G

Jim Montgomery

A

103

Cal Ingraham *

78

Partice Tardif

54

Paul Kariya

25

Kent Salfi

34

Chris Imes

40

74

Chuck Texeira

22

50

72

Jamie Thompson

3

1

Matt Martin

13

52

65

Mike Dunham

0

-)

Eric Fenton

30

Jacque Rodrigue

0

16

56

Name
Matt Gladu
Gabe Duross
Chad White
Shawn Tobin
Glen Stupienski
Todd Livingston
Shaman Knox
Justin Tomberlin
Steve Puleo
Mike Sidoti
Wayne Conlan
Bill Champi
Ken Reed
Shiro Ando

Ave.
.500
.352
.319
.310
.305
.290
.278
.267
.246
.220
.216
.182
.182
III

HR
0
3
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
3
0
0

RBI
0
18
15
17
8
7
7
3
5
4
3
17
0
1

Justin Tomberlin

31

21

Chris Ferraro

25

26

Mike Latendresse

21

30

Peter Ferraro

18

32

Martin Mercier

23

25

48

Name

W-L-T GAA. Sv. Pct.

Dave LaCouture

20

21

41

Garth Snow

66-10-3

255

.889

5

32

37

Mike Dunham

41-6-3

2.72

892

2

31

33

Greg Hirsch

0-0-0

2.46

.897

Dave Maclssac
Dan Murphy

W
0
1
0
3
3
0
1

Steve Coombs
LeRoy Decker
Ryan Smith
Jason Rajotte
Ron Hewes
Mark Ballard
Jason Dryswak
Matt Cassidy
Kyle Kennison
Bill Allen
Val Beaudet
Lance Bogardus

o
0

2

L
0
1
,s
a.
3
1
2
1
2
0

o

1

0
0

1
3

Major League Baseball

pitched the ninth for his second sae.
Mark Whiten, acquired by the Cardi52 Greg Hirsch
nals
from the Cleveland Indians,snapped
0
0
0
a seventh-inning tie with his first home
51 *-includes Air Force stastictics from
1989- run from rookie reliever Kevin Rogers
(0-1).
51 90 season
Donovan Osborne (1-0) allowed five
hits in seven-plus innings,and Gregg Jeffer50 Goaltending
2

Pitching

from page 21
ies homered in the first for the Cardinals.
San Francisco scored in the second on
consecutive doubles by Barry Bonds and
Robby Thompson. Osborne struck out two
and walked one.
Jefferies' home run was the only hit Bud
Black allowed in five innings. Black struc
k
out two and walked one

Student Government
Candidates Debate
Wednesday April 14
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Vv'adu Ryu—vull Contact Kar
ate Style
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John R. Mooney, Instructor
3rd Degree Black Belt, trained in Phil
ippines,
former AKB V/elterweight Champion

BLACK BEARS
1993 NATIONAL CHAMPIONS

Classes

Hanover Sport, and nationally applauded
Sports Cartoonist, Larry Johnson, congratu
late

The University of Maine Black Bears
on their 1993 NCAA Championship win.

UNBEARL1EVABLE!
Hanover Sport
410 Moody Street, Waltham, MA 02154
Tel 617-891-5776 Fax 617-899-4101
Shirts are available in the Athletic Store
at Alfond Arena.
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ERA
0.00
1.13
1.80
3.13
3.49
4.70
7.52
7.56
10.29
10.66
10.91
15.75

Tuesday & Thursday 5-6pm
Saturday 12-1pm
Children's c!asses
Tuesday & Thursday 6:30-8:30pm
Formal classes, ages 13 and up
Saturday 1-3pm
Street Justice, Sparring & Street Fig
hting
techniques
Ages 13 and up
$25 to $35 per month, family rat
es available
49 Haymarket Square Fitness Center
Banf_Yor
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1
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1
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ERA
0.00
1.13
I.
3.13
3.49
4.70
7.52
7.56
10.29
10.66
10.91
15.75

from page 21
)r the Cardinals.
in the second on
Barry Bonds and
rite struck out two
as the on!),hit Bud
ings. Black struck

•The Masters

Penguins continue

Couples lights throu

on record streak
PITISBURGH(AP)—The streak hasn't
stopped here — or Long Island, Edmonton,
Boston, Washington, Quebec or New Jersey.
For the Pittsburgh Penguins, it's 15 in a row
and counting.
The rest of the NHL certainly can't be
counting the days until the Penguins open
defense of their two straight Stanley Cup
titles.
The Penguins can break the record first set
by the New York Islanders in 1981-82 on
Friday night, against the New York Rangers
in Madison Square Garden. The Penguins
haven't lost since a 3-1 defeat to the Rangers
on that same ice more than a month ago —
March 5.
Montreal Canadians coach Jacques Demers, whose team became victim No. 15 in a
row Wednesday with a 4-3 overtime loss in
Pittsburgh, wondered afterwards exactly what
it will take to beat the Penguins in April. May
or June.
Demers' game plan was to contain Mario
Lemieux.
That strategy worked to a point. Lemieux
was held to two assists as Montreal halted his
11-game goal-scoring streak.
Lemieux didn't score and Kevin Stevens,
the Penguins' No. 2 scorer, was still out with
bronchitis, but Rick Tocchet scored three
goals and Ulf Samuelsson scored the game
winner 2:11 into overtime.
It's hard to believe that only five years
ago, the Penguins were hockey's losingest
franchise, a team that had made the playoffs
exactly once in eight years.
"We kept the best player in the world in
check, but if he doesn't hurt you. someone
else will," Demerssaid."The margin oferror
is almost nil against the 13'.ttsburgh Penguins.
They know they can win every game they
play.
"They're always right there in your face,
and they never get too excited. They are the
greatest team in hockey right now."
The Penguins know that can end with one
miserable playoffseries,a short stretch where
they lose their intensity,focus and pride. With
their first playoff game just 10 days away,
they don't think that's about to happen.
"We've been trying to downplay the
streak," Tocchet said. "But you saw when
Lifie scored at the end,everybody was pretty
excited. It's a great streak."
The Penguins have noticed the streak has
earned them little attention even on the nightly sports highlight shows.Even when they've
played on the road,the focus often has been on
the home team's playoff chances, not the
streak.
They don't care, because they know what
they've done, in hostile buildings, despite
injuries, with their playoff berth already
clinched, with the regular-season championship trophy already theirs.
"The streak is terrific," goaltender Torn
Barrasso said. "It speaks well for the consistency of our team and the effort we've put in.
despite being well ahead in our division...

AUGUSTA,Ga.(AP) — If Fred
Couples gets a migraine now
and then, who
could blame him? His
wife. Deborah, is
suing him for divorce and
wants about a
zillion dollars, and he's got
an ugly few
days in court looming ahead
.
"They pop into my head when
I put a
lot of pressure on myself and
I sit around
worrying about it," Couples said.
"Sometimes I get very dejected and
down when I
can't get rid of the headaches.
"
Couples, who admits the divorce
is the
first thing he thinks about in the
morning
and the last thing at night, said
he had his
last migraine two weeks ago at the
Players
Championship. Again, who could
blame
him? He fininished tied for 39th.
So, even though he's the defen
ding
champion and even though he won
the
Honda Classic last month,he's not
considered one of the hot golfers coming
into the
first round of the Masters today.

UMaine baseball @
Hartford this
weekend.
Softball @ Drexel.
Track @ BC relays

00

man said. "Rut I haven't been for the last
couple of years, for sure."
Of his own chances,Couples is slightly
more reserved.
"I'm a little nervous about tomorrow,
and I don't know why," Couples said.
"Last year, I came in playing really well.
This year, I'm worrying a little bit about,
'Should I do this, or should I do that?' I
think I'll be fine once I get to the first tee.
though."
Kite reinjured his hack Tuesday on the
practice tee and spent most of the rest of
that day and the next receiving treatment.
He didn't return to the practice tee Wednesday, but he did put on a tight girdle and hit
a few balls out of a trap.
The sun came out and the wind kicked
up on Wednesday, drying the course out
some, but thunderstorms and more rain
were in the forecast for Friday and Saturday.

1717.711a7r1r7r7 ,11.37g7§7rWril7
154 Park St., Orono 866-5505

Single Item

Medium
Single Item

Pizzas

Large
Single Item

Pizzas

Pizzas

$2.99

$5.99

$7.99

Not valid with
any other offer

Not valid with
any other oiler

Expires 4/14/93.

Not valid with
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Expires 4/1 1/93.
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Small

Expires 4/11/93

•

personal problems

Those would be Greg Norman of Australia, Nick Price of Zimbabwe, Nick Faldo of England, Davis Lose III, Phil Mickelson and Larry Mize.Tom Kite also would
have been among the favorites, but he has
painful back spasms that almost kept him
out of the tournament for a second straight
year.
"Obviously. I think the pick would be
Greg Norman," Couples said."He's playing great every week. If he doesn't win,
he'll be very, very close."
Instead of hollering "You the man" at
Couples now, the gallery bums will be
hollering "You the shark" at Norman.
Norman came out of a two-year slump
last fall by winning the Canadian Open.
He then won again at Doral in March and
has been third and fourth in his last two
starts.
"In 1985,'86, even '88, I was playing
well coming into this tournament," Nor-

Congratulations
•

Black Bears
NCAA Champions!
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•NFL Free agency

49ers sign McDonald,Bono; may trade Mon

SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP)Tim
McDonald has arrived, Jeff Wright
could
be coming,and Steve Bono never left,
which
means Joe Montana's days with the
San
Francisco 49ers are probably numb
ered.
In a series of player moves Wednes
day,
the 49ers bolstered their secondary
by sign
ing McDonald, a Pro Bowl safety
from
Phoenix, as a free agent.
They preseived depth at quarterback
by
retaining Bono as the backup to Steve
Young
and an offer sheet was extended to
Wright,
a Buffalo defensive lineman who
is a transitional free agent.
The re-signing of Bono and
coach
George Seifert's refusal to subject
Young,
last season's MVP,to spring training
cornpetition left the 49ers with little
wiggle
room in their dealings with Mont
ana, who
wants the chance to start again.
"..;oe has indicated to us he would pief
er

starting for any other team in the NFL rather
than sitting on the bench,even if that bench
is in San Francisco," 49ers president Carmen Policy said "Joe is presently exploring those alternatives this week.That means
he's talking to other teams."
Kansas City, Phoenix and Tampa Bay
are interested in obtaining Montana,a
twotime league MVP who led the 49ers to four
Super Bowl wins in 10 years as their start
er.
He missed virtually all of the past two
seasons because of a torn right elbow
tendon that took three surgeries to repair.
He
returned to play in the second half of San
Francisco's 1992 regular-season fina
le
against Detroit and looked like the Mon
tana of old but didn't play again.
The 49ers, who also have third-string
quarterback Bill Musgrave on their
roster,
made dear they think the retention of
Bono

tana

made Montana expendable.
"He's an outstanding quarterback that
we have won games with and can win
gaines with so we're happy to have Steve
Bono again," Seifert said
Bono's new contract was a three-year
deal worth $5.1 million,
McDonald became the highest-paid defensive back in the league after signing a
five-year contract worth $12.75 million,
"I never thought I'd live to see the day
a defensive back is compensated this way,"
said his agent, Leigh Steinberg.
Wright, meanwhile, has been offered a
four-year package worth $6 million, which
the Bills have a week to match if they want
to keep him.
The Wright offer followed Tuesday's
decision by Reggie White, an unrestricted
free agent defensive end from Philadelphia, to pass on San Francisco's five-year,

Maine Campus classifieds
apartments
International Employment-M
ake
money teaching basic conversation
al
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan.
Make
S2,000-$4,000+ per month. Many
provide room & board + other benefits
! No
previous training or teaching certi
ficate
required. For International Employ
ment
program, call the International Empl
oyment Group-(206)632-1146 ext. 1506
7.
Alaska Summer Employment-fi
sheries. Earn $600+/week in canneries
or
$4.000+/month on fishing boats
Free
transportation! Room & Board!
Male
or Female. For employment progra
m
call 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5067.
We're doing the marriage thing
in Bar
Harbor on Aug. 28, 1993 and we
need
someone to take photos. Would like
to
see samples (don't have to be of
wedding). Call Amy 866-7132.
Seasonal Bar Harbor-Rosalie's
Pizza
seeks pizza cooks, prep cook, cash
iers
Must stay through 10/15. Keep tryi
ng
94f2-6511.
300 Summer Camp Positions avail
able in NY, PA, Mass & Maine.
Need
skills in: Tennis, WSI/Swimming, Waterskiing, Sailing, Windsurfing, Gymnas
tics, Equestrian, Baseball, Basketball,
Soccer, Hockey, Lacrosse, Canoeing,
fencing, Riflery, Archery, Rocketry
,
Woodshop, Ceramics, Fitness, Dance,
Piano, Guitar, Ropes/Pioneering, Nurses,
Food Service. Upper Classmen preferre
d.
Arlene-1-800-443-6428.

Female roommate wanted to sublet
and/or rent for 93-94 schoolyear. $125/
month + utilities. Call 866-0109.
Housemates wanted-Excellent location(Grove Street). Have your own room
$200/month + 1/4 electricity and phone.
Call 866 1811 or 581-7605
Female roommates needed- $125/
mo. Vegt. pref. Call 866-0223.

Park Place Apartments-Now
taking
applications for the Fall semester
. 2
bedroom townhouse Acts $500/mont
h
plus utilities. Call 947-1678.
Apartments for fall '93. Efficienci
es
1,2.3, & 4 bedrooms. Close to Cam
pus
Call 866 -2516.
Sublease bt?autdul 3 bdrm apartmen
t
Call 866-46C8 May--Aug.
Now renting 2 and 3 BR apt for
spring
and fall. Please call Kerry Olsen
9419539 eves.
1 BR modem,furnished, quiet.
Contemporan, kitchen. Exc. location
, walk
to UM. S450 + utilities. 945-5810.
Roon-ifor rent: Near campus and tow
n
Great view of river. Take over
lease
May 10 to it's end in August.
8663824
Extra, extra large 3 bedroom
apartments. Ideal for 6 students 3 mile
s from
campus $150 per student, heat
+ hot
water & sewer paid. 827-3557.
Orono-Large 3 bedroom Apt.
Forest
Ave. Walking distance to dow
ntown.
Plenty of parking. Sept. lease, $60
0/mo.
866-4220
Available immediately-Heate
d 1
2 bedroom apts. located within
walking distance to University. Tel
8662816
"A quiet place to study"- a two minu
te
walk to University. Tel. 866-28
16 or
866-7888
Old Town, showing and leas
ing
1,2,3, 4 BR apts , Heat and hot wate
r
inc. Houses also. Call 827-7231.
Talmar Wood, Orono-Come join
us!
Great place to study. Walking distance
to University. No worries. All utili
ties
included. 30 day lease. Newly reno
vated Maintenance on-call 24 hour
s
a day. Management on-site. Located
on Park Street near services. Laundry
on-site. 1,2,3 and 4 bedroom apartments. Rents begin at $380. All are
welr.omed. Call 866-4300 to appl
y.
EHO

$19.5 million bid and sign with
Green Bay
for
.
The 49er
s reomvearinfoaunrxyioeuasrsfor
m4,iellrison
defensive line heir since losing Pier
ce Holt,
their best defensive player, to
NFC West
rival Atlanta, which signed him
as a free
agent.
mntana's status should be
resolved
before the April 25 draft, although
Policy
said the possibility of Montana's
departure through a trade left him
feeling uneasy and the organization open to
a fan
backlash akin to the reaction foll
owing the
1991 departures of Roger Craig
and Ron nie Lott.
"1 think it will be an emotiona
l earthquake for many, many fans," Poli
cy said.
"It will be very distressing for the
organization and more than gut-wrenchi
ng for
(owner)Eddie DeBartolo. If Joe
leaves, it
will be because Joe wants to leav
e."

Stop by the basement of Lord
for your classified ad.

for sale

lost & found

Compaq Contura 386SL(Laptop)
4MB
Lost: 'Understanding Politics in 153
RAM, 120 MB HD, Internal mod
em.
Barrows Tuesday evening 3/30. If foun
d
Comes with windows 3.1 and
more!!
call x6729.
Only 3 mos. old! $3500 new, will
sell for
Found: One gold small double loop
$2700. Call x7504.
earring fund in the Steam Plant park
ing
SILLY RABBIT, TRIPS ARE FOR
KIDS!
lot on 4/5 If it's yours, call 581-1273 or
Top quality T-shirts Comical
designs of
stop by the Maine Campus.
"the rabbit" shroomin' (with
above). L,
Found: Wooden Mom keychain in
XL-$14.50 + $2 S/H. PSB Prod
uction,
Balentine parking lot, purple barrette
P.O. Box 122, Oneota, NY 1382
0.
behind South Stevens & gold button
Peugeot Course 10 speed.
Red, good
with eagle crest-Alumni Hall. Call the
cond.-$90 or B/0. Dorm frid
ge-$20. 3
Maine s'ampus x1273.
drawer bureau-$30. Call Jeff
at 866Found: Purple backpack in the library.
7560.
Call 866-3824 if it's yours.
Mexican Pipes. Call x7026
Found: Ray Ban sunglasses on 3rd floo
r
One way ticket to Los
Angeles via
Memorial Union. At Student GovernNewark, April 13th. $175/bes
t offer. Call
ment Office x1775.
805-948-4005.
Found: A pair of women's wire-framed
Bunk Bed-Hard wood, very
sturdy, has
glasses, found near Bennett Hail during
extra bolts and nuts with
it. Come and
the post-hockey game "festivities." If
see it. Best offer. Call 581
-7994, leave
they're yours, call 581-1273 or stop
by
message
the Maine Campus.
DRUGLORD TRUCKS!
'86-$100;
Found: UMF hooded sweatshirt in
'91Bronco-$50;'77 Blazer
-$150; Jeep
fieldhouse prior to break. If it's yours,
0-$50; Seized Vans;
4x4's; boats.
call Dave at 581-6979.
Choose from thousands
starting $50.
FREE Information-24 hour
hotline.
801-379-2920 Copyright
#ME013612.
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEI
ZED: 89
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs experience,
Mercedes- $200, 86 VW
-$50, 87
repl
ace zippers, hemming,etc. Will pick
Mercedes--$ 100; 65 Mus
tang -$50
up
+
deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115
Choose from thousands
starting $50
Anxious? Unintended Pregnancy?
FREE Information-24 hour
hotline. Call
We'll Help. Free pregnancy test. 24 hour
801-379-2929 Copyright #
ME013610.
hotline 942-1611
Need someone to talk to? Call
the
Helpline 581-4020. Open 7 days a wee
k
5prn-Fsam.
Lost: Gold Citizen watch
with thin gold
Organ Donor drive-Memorial Union
band and square face-at
Geddy's. 8272nd
floor 4/8, 4/9 10am-3pm. Give the
0097, ask for Shyloah.
gift of life. Sponsored by Circle
Lost: Casio calculator watc
r.
h without
Info, session for Downeast Big Brot
band. Between Union and
hNeville 4/5
ers/Big Sisters. April 14 at 6pm Sutton
Cali 942-1127.
Lounge Memorial Union.
Lost: Navy blue down vest
with Maine
Wan
tea to buy-Looking for a canoe to
State ID inside-at Cheepos.
Contact 866trav
el
the rivers of Maine. Something
7'80.
simp
le
(Discovery?), all purpose, halfLost: Brown leather wallet
in Union. Call
dece
nt,
but used shape Call 866-4811/
Zhong x2260
ask for Mike if you have a bargain for
me.
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